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Abstract— Due to the explosive growth in the number of
wireless devices and diverse wireless services, such as vir-
tual/augmented reality and Internet-of-Everything, next gener-
ation wireless networks face unprecedented challenges caused by
heterogeneous data traffic, massive connectivity, and ultra-high
bandwidth efficiency and ultra-low latency requirements.
To address these challenges, advanced multiple access schemes
are expected to be developed, namely next generation multiple
access (NGMA), which are capable of supporting massive num-
bers of users in a more resource- and complexity-efficient manner
than existing multiple access schemes. As the research on NGMA
is in a very early stage, in this paper, we explore the evolution
of NGMA with a particular focus on non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA), i.e., the transition from NOMA to NGMA.
In particular, we first review the fundamental capacity limits
of NOMA, elaborate on the new requirements for NGMA, and
discuss several possible candidate techniques. Moreover, given
the high compatibility and flexibility of NOMA, we provide an
overview of current research efforts on multi-antenna techniques
for NOMA, promising future application scenarios of NOMA,
and the interplay between NOMA and other emerging physical
layer techniques. Furthermore, we discuss advanced mathemat-
ical tools for facilitating the design of NOMA communication
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systems, including conventional optimization approaches and
new machine learning techniques. Next, we propose a unified
framework for NGMA based on multiple antennas and NOMA,
where both downlink and uplink transmissions are considered,
thus setting the foundation for this emerging research area.
Finally, several practical implementation challenges for NGMA
are highlighted as motivation for future work.

Index Terms— 6G, next generation multiple access (NGMA),
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), multi-antenna tech-
niques, mathematical optimization, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

BY THE end of 2023, Cisco predicts that the number of
mobile users will reach 13.1 billion and the number of

Internet-enabled devices will have increased from 18.4 billion
in 2018 to 29.3 billion [1]. This explosive demand will
gradually overwhelm the connectivity capabilities of the fourth
generation (4G) and fifth generation (5G) wireless networks.
Additionally, this increasing trend shows no sign of slowing
down in the next decade since this demand is caused only
by around 70% of the global population. Therefore, providing
massive access is one of the most important targets for next
generation wireless networks, namely the sixth-generation
(6G). Currently, the research on 6G is being carried out on
the global stage, e.g., the “6G Flagship” in Finland [2], “6G
Hubs” in Germany, “Broadband Communications and New
Networks” in China, Terahertz (THz) communication studies
in the USA, to name a few. To support future Internet of
Everything (IoE) and Mobile Internet, 6G has several critical
performance targets [3]: a) The peak data rate needs to be
at least one terabit per second; b) the air interface latency
shall range from 0.01 to 0.1 millisecond for users with high
mobility; c) the connectivity density shall be 10 times larger
than in current 5G systems; d) the spectral efficiency (SE)
and energy efficiency (EE) have to be 5-10 and 10-100 times
higher than for 5G, respectively; and e) the reliability has to
be higher than 99.99999% [4].

In order to achieve the aforementioned stringent targets, one
of the most fundamental issues is the design of sophisticated
multiple access techniques for the next generation wireless
networks, namely next generation multiple access (NGMA).
The goal of NGMA is to enable a tremendous number of
users/devices to be efficiently and flexibly connected with
the network over the given wireless radio resources. Looking
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back at the development history of wireless communications,
multiple access techniques have been key enablers. Depending
on whether each user is allocated orthogonal resources or
not, the current multiple access techniques can be loosely
classified into two categories, namely orthogonal transmis-
sion strategies and non-orthogonal transmission strategies [5],
[6]. In particular, given their advantages of low complexity
and interference-avoidance, orthogonal transmission strate-
gies have been extensively employed in practical wireless
communication systems, such as frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) in the first generation (1G), time division
multiple access (TDMA) in the second generation (2G) [7],
code division multiple access (CDMA) with orthogonal codes
in the third generation (3G) [8], and orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) in the 4G [9], where users
are allocated with orthogonal frequency/time/code resource
blocks. However, given the ever increasing number of wire-
less devices and the limited amount of available spectrum,
conventional orthogonal transmission strategies have become
inefficient due to their low SE and the limited number of
users/devices that can be supported due to the inflexible
resource allocation. As a result, to handle the challenging
emerging heterogeneous services and applications (e.g., virtual
reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and industry 4.0), non-
orthogonal transmission strategies are widely considered to
be a promising solution and have drawn significant research
interests in the past few years [5], [6], [10]–[12]. Differ-
ent from orthogonal transmission strategies, the key idea of
non-orthogonal transmission strategies is to allow different
users to share the same resource blocks. To deal with the
resulting interference caused by the non-orthogonal resource
allocation, additional techniques have to be employed at the
transmitters and receivers [13], including but not limited
to superposition coding (SC), rate splitting (RS), successive
interference cancellation (SIC), and message passing (MP).
Although the non-orthogonal transmission strategies increase
the transmitter and receiver complexity, significant benefits
can be achieved, such as supporting massive connectivity [14],
[15], achieving high SE and EE [16], [17], and guaranteeing
user fairness [18]. As a result, compared with orthogonal
transmission strategies, the aforementioned benefits make
non-orthogonal transmission strategies promising candidates
for NGMA. Nevertheless, the investigation of NGMA is still in
an infancy stage. Besides achieving high bandwidth efficiency
and supporting high connectivity, NGMA has to facilitate
diverse application scenarios and be compatible with other
promising physical layer techniques.

In the above context, the goal of this paper is to set the
foundation for this new NGMA research for academic and
industrial researchers. In particular, this paper investigates the
development of NGMA with a particular focus on exploiting
power-domain NOMA,1 i.e., the transition from NOMA to
NGMA. In Section II, we first review the information-theoretic
capacity limits of NOMA, and discuss the requirements that
NGMA schemes have to fulfill and some possible candidates

1Unless stated otherwise, NOMA refers to “power-domain NOMA” in this
paper.

TABLE I

LIST OF ACRONYMS

based on different non-orthogonal transmission strategies.
Focusing on NOMA, we provide an overview of the current
research contributions on multi-antenna NOMA, promising
application scenarios for NOMA in 6G, and the interplay
between NOMA and other emerging physical layer techniques
in Sections III, IV, and V, respectively. In Section VI, advanced
mathematical tools, including both conventional optimization
and new machine learning (ML) methods, that support the
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design of NOMA communication systems and help uncover
their full benefits are discussed. In Section VII, we propose
a unified framework for NGMA based on multi-antenna tech-
niques and NOMA for both downlink and uplink transmis-
sion. In Section VIII, we highlight several implementation
challenges and future work for NGMA. Finally, Section IX
concludes the paper. Table I provides a list of acronyms used
in this paper.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR NGMA DESIGN AND POSSIBLE

CANDIDATES

To start with, we first review the fundamental
information-theoretic capacity limits of NOMA to highlight
the basic benefits of NOMA. Then, to cater to the new
requirements in next generation cellular networks, we identify
several new challenging issues that need to be considered,
and which motivate new lines of research to unveil the
fundamental limits of NGMA and the design of practical
schemes for approaching them. Moreover, some possible
candidates for NGMA exploiting different non-orthogonal
transmission strategies are introduced.

A. Information-Theoretic Capacity Limits of NOMA

In this subsection, we discuss the information-theoretic
capacity limits of NOMA in both single-antenna and multi-
antenna communication systems.

1) Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) Case: For
single-antenna transmitters and receivers, orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) schemes have been widely employed in
pervious generations of cellular networks, including FDMA
in 1G, TDMA in 2G, CDMA in 3G, and OFDMA in 4G
long-term evolution (LTE), where users are served through
orthogonal time/frequency/code resources. Despite the
advantage of completely avoiding inter-user interference, the
achievable rate regions of OMA for both the Gaussian SISO
multiple-access channel (MAC) and broadcast channel (BC)
are known to be a subset of the corresponding capacity
region in general [19], since each user can use only a
portion of the available resource blocks. As a result, from
an information-theoretic perspective, OMA schemes are
strictly suboptimal transmission strategies. In contrast, it has
been widely recognized that NOMA is capable of achieving
the capacity region in the SISO case. In NOMA, the users
share the same resources,2 and are separated in the power
domain with the aid of SC and SIC. The two-user power
multiplexing of NOMA is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). For the
two-user downlink NOMA transmission in Fig. 1(b), the two
users’ signals are superimposed via SC and transmitted by
the BS. Assume that user 1 has better channel conditions
than user 2. User 1 first decodes user 2’s signal and subtracts
it from the received signal via SIC. Then, it decodes its
intended signal, while user 2 directly decodes its intended
signal by treating user 1’s signal as noise. For the two-user
uplink NOMA transmission in Fig. 1(c), the two users send

2Here, the term “resources” includes the time, frequency, and code resources
as well as combinations thereof.

their signals to the BS using the same resources. At the BS,
the two users’ signals are successively decoded for a given
decoding order via SIC. Examples of comparisons between
the NOMA capacity region and the OMA rate region for the
single-antenna BC and MAC are depicted in Fig. 1(d) and
Fig. 1(e), respectively. In both instances, NOMA is able to
achieve the capacity region [20], while OMA is only able to
achieve specific points on the capacity region.

2) Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO)/Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) Case: One key feature of next
generation wireless networks is that multiple antennas will
be installed at the transmitters and/or the receivers, which
requires research efforts to be devoted to investigating the
capacity region of multi-user MISO/MIMO systems. For the
general Gaussian MISO/MIMO MAC, it was shown that
the capacity region can also be achieved employing SIC [21],
[22], i.e., NOMA is still capacity-achieving.

However, due to the non-degraded nature of the general
Gaussian MISO/MIMO BC, the capacity region is not known
in general whereas the sum-rate capacity was shown to be
achievable with the dirty paper coding (DPC) [22], [23]. More-
over, it was shown that the DPC rate region coincides with the
capacity region of the Gaussian MIMO BC in some special
cases, i.e., the aligned and degraded MIMO BC (ADBC) and
the aligned MIMO BC (AMBC) [24]. Therefore, although
the high complexity of DPC makes a practical implemen-
tation challenging, the DPC rate region provides a useful
performance benchmark for other multi-user MISO/MIMO
transmission schemes. In general, the DPC rate region is larger
than the NOMA rate region for MISO/MIMO systems. Take
the two-user MISO BC as an example, where the two users
are assumed to be indexed by user 1 and user 2. The main
reason for the rate gain of DPC over NOMA is that for a given
user ordering, e.g., from user 2 to user 1, for DPC, the BS first
encodes the information intended for user 2, and then encodes
the information intended for user 1 by pre-subtracting user 2’s
message, i.e., the inter-user interference is pre-cancelled by the
BS. By contrast, for NOMA, user 1 employs SIC to cancel
the interference caused by user 2’s signal, which imposes
additional constraints to ensure user 2’s signal received at user
1 has a sufficient power such that SIC can be successfully
carried out. As a result, DPC generally outperforms NOMA
in terms of rate. Nevertheless, in some special cases, NOMA
can achieve the same performance as DPC. For instance, the
authors of [25] derived a sufficient and necessary condition
for the MISO BC, namely the quasi-degradation condition for
NOMA to approach the DPC rate region. For the MIMO BC,
the authors of [24] revealed that the capacity region of the
ADBC, the DPC rate region, and the NOMA rate region are
identical. It is worth noting that although NOMA is not always
capacity-achieving for the general Gaussian MISO/MIMO BC,
it is still an effective transmission strategy, especially for the
overloaded regime3 [26], [27], where the number of available

3Given the rapidly growing number of users/devices, next generation wire-
less networks are expected to encounter more overloaded use cases (e.g., IoE
and massive machine type communication (mMTC)) than previous and current
wireless networks, where underloaded use cases are more common.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of two-user NOMA. (a) The signals of two users are multiplexed in the power domain using the same time/frequency resource. (b) Downlink
NOMA transmission. (c) Uplink NOMA transmission. (d) BC capacity/rate region comparison, 0 ≤ p1 +p2 ≤ 1W. (e) MAC capacity/rate region comparison,

0 ≤ p1 ≤ 1W, 0 ≤ p2 ≤ 1W. We set |h1|2
σ2 = 10 dB and |h2|2

σ2 = 0 dB, where hk and pk denote the channel coefficient and transmit power of user
k ∈ {1, 2}, respectively, σ2 denotes the noise power at both users, and Rk denotes the communication rate achieved by user k ∈ {1, 2}.

antennas at the BS is smaller than the total number of user
antennas, as will be discussed in Section VII.A.

B. New Considerations for NGMA Design

In this subsection, we identify several new considerations
that need to be taken into account for NGMA design.

1) Massive Access: With the increasing demand for expand-
ing cellular connectivity as well as the prosperous Internet of
Things (IoT) market, the next generation cellular networks
will be characterized by an excessively large number of users,
a scenario also referred to as massive connectivity or massive
access [28]. The existing information-theoretic results on
multiple access schemes mostly focus on finding the capacity
limits for an infinite coding blocklength and a fixed number of
users. However, for massive access channels where the number
of users grows with the blocklength, the fundamental limits
need to be revisited. To this end, the authors of [29] proposed
the notion of many-access channel (MnAC) for modeling a
channel with a single receiver and multiple transmitters, the
number of which grows unboundedly with the blocklength.
The new notions of achievable message length and symmetric
capacity were proposed in [29], where separate identification
and decoding were shown to be capacity achieving. These new
results will serve as valuable performance upper bounds for
NGMA in the many-user asymptotic regime.

2) Short-Packet Transmission: Besides massive access,
another new feature that needs to be considered for NGMA
is short-packet transmission in IoT applications, where the
coding blocklength is finite and short due to the low latency
requirement [30]. For this regime, the authors of [31] derived
the maximum channel coding rate for a given blocklength and
error probability. Particularly, the rate gap compared to the
case with infinite coding blocklength was quantified. How

to extend this result to the regime with a large yet finite
number of users and a finite coding blocklength is still an
open problem [29]. Moreover, approaching the fundamental
limits with practical transmission and multiple access schemes
requires future research efforts.

C. Possible Candidates for NGMA

As discussed in the previous subsection, the trend of NGMA
is to transition from orthogonality to non-orthogonality, i.e.,
serving multiple users/devices by allowing them to share the
same resources instead of allocating them to dedicated orthog-
onal resources. The reason behind this trend can be explained
as follows. On the one hand, orthogonal transmission schemes
are strictly suboptimal compared to non-orthogonal trans-
mission schemes. On the other hand, given the explosively
growing number of users/devices in next generation wireless
networks, orthogonal transmission schemes can only support a
limited number of users/devices for given available orthogonal
resources. This calls for the development of non-orthogonal
transmission schemes for NGMA. In the following, based on
the concept of non-orthogonality, some possible candidates for
NGMA are introduced along with their technical foundations.

1) Power-Domain NOMA (PD-NOMA): The key idea
of PD-NOMA is to serve multiple users in the same
time/frequency/code resources and distinguish them in the
power domain [5], [6]. SC and SIC are the two key
technologies in PD-NOMA, which have been proven to
be capacity-achieving in the single-antenna BC and MAC.
The basic principle has been introduced in Section II.A.1
for the two-user case. For broadband communications over
frequency-selective fading channels, where the channel coher-
ence bandwidth is smaller than the system bandwidth,
PD-NOMA can be straightforwardly integrated with OFDMA
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by assigning multiple users to each OFDMA subcarrier and
serving them with PD-NOMA. This approach was adopted in
multiuser superposition transmission (MUST) [32], which was
incorporated into LTE-A for simultaneously supporting two
users on the same OFDMA subcarrier. Another application
of PD-NOMA is layered division multiplexing (LDM) [33],
which was included in the digital TV standard (ATSC 3.0)
to delivery multiple superpositioned data streams for TV
broadcasting.

2) Code-Domain NOMA (CD-NOMA): Inspired by CDMA,
where multiple users are served via the same time/frequency
resources and distinguished by the allocated dedicated
user-specific spreading sequences, CD-NOMA was proposed,
whose key idea is still to serve multiple users in the
same time/frequency resources but employing user-specific
spreading sequences which are either sparse sequences or
non-orthogonal cross-correlation sequences having low cross-
correlation [11]. At the receiver, multiuser detection (MUD)
is usually carried out in an iterative manner using MP based
algorithms. The family of CD-NOMA schemes has many
members, such as Low-Density Signature (LDS)-CDMA [34],
LDS-OFDM [35], Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA) [36],
and Pattern Division Multiple Access (PDMA) [37].

3) Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA): With the rapid
development of multi-antenna techniques, MIMO communi-
cation plays an important role in the current 5G standard and
the upcoming future wireless networks. By installing multiple
antennas at transmitters and/or receivers, additional spatial
DoFs can be exploited as compared to single-antenna com-
munication systems [38]. As a result, multiple users/devices in
SDMA can be served in the same time/frequency/code domain
and distinguished in the spatial domain. The most commonly
employed method for SDMA is linear precoding (LP) due to
its low complexity. In particular, the inter-user interference
can be effectively mitigated by exploiting the spatial DoFs to
design suitable transmit and/or receive beamformers. However,
SDMA is only applicable in the underloaded and critically
loaded regimes as the available spatial DoFs are exploited for
mitigating inter-user interference.

4) Rate Splitting Multiple Access (RSMA): RSMA is a new
non-orthogonal multi-antenna transmission scheme, which was
proposed in recent years for multi-user multi-antenna com-
munications. Relying on the rate splitting technique [39], the
transmitter splits part of each user’s message (i.e., the private
message) into a common message, which is intended for all
served users. The remaining private messages and the con-
structed common message are transmitted via beamformers,
as in SDMA. The receivers treat the private messages of all
users as interference when decoding the common message
and subtract the common message from the received signal
(i.e., SIC). Subsequently, the intended private message is
decoded and combined with part of the decoded common
message. Therefore, compared to SDMA, RSMA provides
more flexibility in mitigating interference [40].

Given the aforementioned possible candidates, in this paper,
we focus our attention on exploiting NOMA to develop
NGMA [41]. The main reasons can be summarized as fol-
lows. On the one hand, we expect the overloaded regime

to be an important use case for next generation wireless
networks, for which NOMA is a promising candidate. On the
other hand, the existing research contributions have shown
that NOMA provides a higher degree of compatibility and
flexibility. This enables the synergistic integration of NOMA
with other components of next generation networks, such as
multi-antenna techniques, challenging application scenarios,
and other physical layer techniques, as will be explained in
detail in the following.

III. MULTI-ANTENNA TECHNIQUES FOR NOMA

Multi-antenna techniques are envisioned to be an indis-
pensable component of NGMA. By equipping the BS and/or
users with multiple antennas, additional DoFs in the spatial
domain can be exploited for enhancing NGMA performance
compared to the case with single-antenna BSs and users.
In this section, we first review the existing multi-antenna tech-
niques developed for NOMA (also called “MIMO-NOMA”),
and then discuss several promising directions of future NOMA
multi-antenna techniques towards NGMA.

A. Review of Existing NOMA Multi-Antenna Techniques

Compared to single-antenna based NOMA (i.e., SISO-
NOMA) where both the BS and users are equipped with a sin-
gle antenna, an important new design aspect in MIMO-NOMA
is the transmit/receive beamformer at the BS and/or users [42],
[43]. On the one hand, similar to the case of MIMO-
OMA, the beamformer design critically determines the signal
power as well as interference power at the different users,
which thus plays an important role for the user’s signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). On the other hand, the
SIC performance in MIMO-NOMA critically depends on the
decoding order of the users’ messages, which needs to be
judiciously designed jointly with the beamformer. In SISO-
NOMA, the decoding order can be easily optimized by
ordering the user channel gains, since the signal and inter-
ference powers at each user are only determined by the scalar
BS-user channels. In contrast, the signal and interference
powers at MIMO-NOMA users are jointly determined by
the BS-user channel matrices (or vectors) and the trans-
mit/receive beamformers at the BS/users. This leads to a new
class of joint optimization problems for the beamformers and
resource allocation (e.g., power/sub-channel allocation) that
are more challenging than the corresponding design problems
for MIMO-OMA and SISO-NOMA. Moreover, the impact of
the beamformer design on the performance of MIMO-NOMA
also requires new analysis techniques. In the literature, tremen-
dous research efforts have been devoted to studying the opti-
mization and analysis of MIMO-NOMA systems. Specifically,
two types of beamforming strategies have been proposed
for MIMO-NOMA, namely, beamformer-based MIMO-NOMA
and cluster-based MIMO-NOMA [42], as detailed below.

1) Beamformer-Based MIMO-NOMA: Similar to SDMA,
a straightforward transmit/receive beamforming strategy in
MIMO-NOMA is to design a linear beamformer for each
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user,4 where new constraints need to be added for ensur-
ing the efficacy of SIC.5 An example of 3-user downlink
beamformer-based MIMO-NOMA communication is illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a). Different from SDMA, where the BS
beamformers need to maximize the desired message power
at each user while suppressing the inter-user interference, the
BS beamformers in MIMO-NOMA should ensure that the
received power of a message is strong for both the intended
user and all the other “stronger” users that need to decode
this message before their own messages in SIC. Therefore,
new methodologies need to be developed for meeting the
drastically different requirements of MIMO-NOMA compared
to SDMA. It is worth noting that although beamformer-based
MIMO is inspired by SDMA, it is applicable to both under-
loaded/critically loaded and overloaded regimes [25], [44].

Along this line, considering a two-user downlink MIMO-
NOMA system with a given decoding order, the authors of [45]
investigated the transmit covariance matrix optimization prob-
lem to maximize the ergodic capacity based on statistical
channel state information (CSI). Moreover, motivated by the
low complexity of the horizontal Bell Labs layered space-
time (H-BLAST) scheme in conventional MIMO, the authors
of [46] proposed a MIMO-NOMA scheme with layered trans-
mission, and studied the power allocation optimization for
sum-rate maximization. The authors of [44] considered a
multi-user downlink MISO-NOMA system with given decod-
ing order, and developed a minorization-maximization algo-
rithm for the beamformer design to maximize the sum rate.
The numerical results in [44] suggest that MIMO-NOMA
may outperform the conventional Zero-Forcing (ZF) based
beamforming when the number of users is much larger than
the number of transmit antennas at the BS. The authors of [25]
identified a so-called “quasi-degraded” channel condition for
the two-user MISO broadcast channel. Under this condition,
the optimal MISO-NOMA beamforming strategy for minimiz-
ing the transmit power under user rate constraints was derived,
and was shown to achieve the same performance as the optimal
DPC based scheme.

2) Cluster-Based MIMO-NOMA: In beamformer-based
MIMO-NOMA, each user’s message is interfered by all
the other users’ messages in the network. Therefore, jointly
optimizing the decoding order and the beamformer requires
exponential complexity with respect to the number of users,
which is especially prohibitive when the number of users is
very large, i.e., the system is extremely overloaded. To cir-
cumvent this issue, a cluster-based MIMO-NOMA scheme
was proposed [18], where the users are grouped into mul-
tiple clusters, with all users in a cluster sharing the same
beamformer. An example of 4 users grouped into 2 clus-
ters in downlink cluster-based MIMO-NOMA communication
is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The advantages of cluster-based
MIMO-NOMA can be summarized as follows. On the one
hand, users with similar spatial features can be grouped into
the same cluster, which enables the inter-cluster interference

4For the purpose of exposition, we focus on the case where each user only
has one data stream.

5This issue will be discussed in detail in Section VII.A.

to be significantly suppressed or even eliminated by carefully
designing the beamformers for the different clusters. As a
result, the limited spatial DoFs can be exploited in a more
efficient manner, which is of vital importance for the over-
loaded regime. On the other hand, as SIC only needs to be
carried out for users within the same cluster, the resulting
decoding order among intra-cluster users can be more easily
determined due to the reduced number of users that need to be
considered.

Due to the appealing features outlined above, cluster-
based MIMO-NOMA has attracted significant research inter-
ests. Specifically, a straightforward approach to design the
beamformers for each cluster is to apply the ZF criterion,
so as to completely remove the inter-cluster interference (see,
e.g., [18], [26], [27], [47]–[49]). Based on the ZF beamforming
design, the authors of [18] proposed efficient user clustering
algorithms for downlink MIMO-NOMA for maximization of
the fairness among the users, and further designed the power
allocation for the users in each cluster. The authors of [26]
proposed a BS precoding and user detection design for a
MIMO-NOMA downlink system, and analyzed its perfor-
mance in terms of the outage probability and diversity order.
The effect of user clustering on the performance was also
investigated. Moreover, by leveraging a signal alignment tech-
nique, a general MIMO-NOMA framework for both downlink
and uplink transmission was proposed in [27]. This scheme
is able to transform the MIMO-NOMA system into several
parallel SISO-NOMA systems with lower design complexity.
Its performance was analyzed by leveraging stochastic geom-
etry, where the effect of various power allocation policies on
the performance was also revealed. Furthermore, the authors
of [47] considered a two-user downlink MISO-NOMA system
and proposed a two-stage beamforming scheme, where the
first stage performs ZF beamforming for nulling the inter-
cluster interference, and the second stage employs intra-cluster
beamformers for the users in the same cluster in order to
minimize the transmit power. The authors of [48] compared the
sum achievable rates of MIMO-NOMA with user clustering
and MIMO-OMA, where the superior performance of the
optimized MIMO-NOMA scheme was revealed. Under user
quality-of-service (QoS) constraints, the authors of [49] inves-
tigated the power allocation and user admission optimization
problem to maximize the EE in a multi-cluster MIMO-NOMA
downlink system.

On the other hand, several works have considered different
beamformer designs that tolerate a certain level of inter-cluster
interference. Along this line, the authors of [50] proposed
a beamforming technique for the MIMO-NOMA downlink
that is able to cancel a significant portion of the inter-cluster
interference when the number of BS transmit antennas is
smaller than the total number of antennas at the users.
Moreover, an efficient user clustering method was proposed
in [50] that aims to allocate users with maximally distinct
channel gains to each cluster in order to maximize the SIC
performance. Considering two different types of imperfect
CSI knowledge, the authors of [51] studied the beamformer
optimization problem under outage probability constraints,
and proposed efficient algorithms based on successive convex
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Fig. 2. Illustration of existing multi-antenna techniques for NOMA. (a) Beamformer-based MIMO-NOMA with 3 users using 3 beamformers. (b) Cluster-based
MIMO-NOMA with 4 users in 2 clusters using 2 beamformers [42].

approximation (SCA) and semi-definite programming (SDP)
techniques.

B. Future Multi-Antenna Techniques for NOMA

Besides the above works that investigated MIMO-NOMA
for general communication systems, next generation cellular
networks require the synergistic interplay of MIMO-NOMA
and various other new technologies such as massive MIMO
and millimeter-wave (mmWave)/THz communications. In the
following, we discuss several promising directions for the joint
design of multi-antenna techniques for MIMO-NOMA and
these technologies.

1) Massive MIMO-NOMA: Massive MIMO has been recog-
nized as a key technology to boost the SE in next generation
cellular networks due to the large number of spatial DoFs
introduced by the massive antennas equipped at the BS [52].
Traditional massive MIMO literature has mostly focused on
the underloaded regime, where the number of users is smaller
than the number of antennas at the BS. However, consid-
ering the future need of connecting an excessive number
of users in cellular networks (i.e., the overloaded regime),
the spatial DoFs provided by massive MIMO may not be
sufficient. In this case, NOMA can help to serve more users
via power-domain multiplexing. Along this line, the authors
of [53] devised a Gaussian message passing (GMP) MUD
algorithm for overloaded massive MIMO-NOMA systems,
whose convergence was carefully analyzed. Motivated by the
new cell-free massive MIMO architecture featuring a large
number of spatially distributed BSs without cell boundaries,
the authors of [54] developed a low-complexity user clus-
tering method for cell-free massive MIMO-NOMA underlaid
below a primary massive MIMO system, and characterized its
achievable sum rate. The authors of [55] analyzed the secrecy
performance of an artificial noise (AN) aided massive MIMO-
NOMA network, where the results showed that the proposed
system outperforms conventional massive MIMO-OMA sys-
tems in terms of secrecy rate and EE.

Despite the promises it holds, massive MIMO-NOMA
also faces new design challenges. Specifically, as discussed

above, beamformer design is critical for the performance
of MIMO-NOMA, which requires accurate CSI knowledge.
However, in massive MIMO, acquisition of CSI requires
substantial channel training and feedback overhead, especially
for frequency-division duplex (FDD) systems. To resolve this
issue, the authors of [56] proposed and analyzed a massive
MIMO-NOMA scheme for the case of limited feedback bits,
by decomposing the system into multiple SISO-NOMA sys-
tems. The authors of [57] proposed an iterative data-aided
channel estimation scheme based on an orthogonal pilot struc-
ture and a superimposed pilot structure, where the NOMA
concept was shown to improve the channel estimation perfor-
mance and alleviate the pilot contamination problem. More-
over, to enjoy favorable propagation conditions, the antennas
of massive MIMO systems need to be spaced by at least half
a wavelength so that their channels are independent of each
other. To reduce the size of the antenna array, the authors
of [58] considered a massive MIMO-NOMA design with
dual-polarized antennas, where the antennas with orthogonal
polarity can be co-located without causing channel correlation.
Two beamforming schemes were proposed for the consid-
ered system, and the corresponding outage probabilities were
derived in closed-form. The effect of imperfect SIC on the
outage probability and ergodic rate of massive MIMO-NOMA
was analyzed in [59]. To combat the aforementioned channel
estimation/SIC imperfections and to improve the reliability of
massive MIMO-NOMA, the authors of [60] devised a suc-
cessive sub-array activation (SSAA) diversity scheme, whose
outage probability was characterized in closed form. The
proposed scheme was shown to outperform the conventional
massive MIMO-NOMA.

2) MIMO-NOMA at mmWave/THz Bands: Besides massive
MIMO, another promising approach for boosting the data rate
in next generation cellular networks is by utilizing the huge
bandwidths offered in the mmWave or even THz frequency
bands. However, a key design challenge for mmWave/THz
communications lies in the significant hardware complexity
and cost at high frequencies. To overcome this issue, a
beamspace MIMO technique was proposed, where the MIMO
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channel is transformed into sparse beamspace channels via
lens antenna arrays to reduce the required number of radio
frequency (RF) chains [61]. Nevertheless, the number of users
served by beamspace MIMO cannot exceed the number of
RF chains, which thus motivates the adoption of NOMA to
increase the number of supportable users by exploiting the
power-domain multiplexing gain [62]. Along this line, the
authors of [63] proposed a novel beamspace MIMO-NOMA
scheme with efficient ZF beamforming design and dynamic
power allocation, which was shown to significantly outper-
form existing beamspace MIMO systems that do not leverage
NOMA. The authors of [64] developed a beam selection algo-
rithm for maximization of the sum-rate of beamspace MIMO-
NOMA, and further proposed a detection algorithm with
low complexity. The authors of [65] proposed an alternating
optimization algorithm for optimizing the power allocation and
beamformers to maximize the minimum rate of a beamspace
MIMO-NOMA system.

Aside from beamspace MIMO, another technique for reduc-
ing the number of RF chains needed is hybrid precoding [66],
which relies on a small-size digital precoder that needs a small
number of RF chains and is connected to a larger-size analog
precoder. Along this direction, the authors of [67] consid-
ered hybrid precoding for mmWave MIMO-NOMA system
with simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT), and proposed the joint design of user grouping,
hybrid precoding, power allocation, and power splitting for
SWIPT. Taking into account angular estimation errors, the
authors of [68] analyzed the achievable rate of a mmWave
MIMO-NOMA system employing hybrid precoding, and pro-
posed a novel cluster grouping algorithm for suppressing
the inter-cluster interference. The authors of [69] studied a
THz MIMO-NOMA system and optimized the user clustering,
hybrid precoding, and power allocation to maximize the EE.

IV. PROMISING APPLICATION SCENARIOS OF NOMA
TOWARDS 6G

Having reviewed the current research progress regarding
multi-antenna techniques in NOMA, in this section, we discuss
several promising application scenarios of NOMA in next
generation wireless networks. Specifically, we will discuss
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) aided communications, robotic
communications, and massive and critical machine-type com-
munication (MC-MTC).

A. NOMA-Based UAV-Aided Communications

With the rapid development of manufacturing technology
and the continuous reduction of costs, UAV-aided communica-
tions have been recognized as an emerging technique for next
generation wireless networks due to the resulting high mobil-
ity and flexibility [70]–[72]. Equipped with communication
devices, UAVs can act as BSs, relays, and users in wireless net-
works and facilitate a wide range of applications (e.g., wireless
service recovery in emergencies, traffic offloading for tempo-
rary hotspots, environmental monitoring, and cargo delivery)
by exploiting their unique line-of-sight (LoS) dominated air-
to-ground (A2G) channel. However, these applications also

present significant challenges, such as the management of
the limited available wireless resources and the cancelation
of the A2G interference. To cope with these issues, there
are two promising approaches of employing NOMA in UAV-
aided communications, namely, UAV-BS-enabled NOMA and
NOMA-assisted cellular-connected UAVs, which are depicted
in Fig. 3. A summary of the corresponding research contribu-
tions is provided in Table II.

1) UAV-BS-Enabled NOMA: As shown in Fig. 3(a), one
common application scenario is that UAVs serve as aerial
BSs to provide wireless service to areas where the terres-
trial infrastructure is overloaded or even completely absent,
such as outdoor temporary hotspots and data collection in
the wild. In this category, employing NOMA can help
UAV-BS to not only satisfy the corresponding heterogeneous
QoS requirements since the users’ channel conditions can
be adjusted by changing the UAV’s location, but can also
facilitate massive connectivity since the encouragement of
resource sharing in NOMA allows more users to be connected
with the UAV-BS as compared to OMA. Motivated by these
benefits, significant research efforts have been devoted to
UAV-BS enabled NOMA. For instance, the authors of [73]
studied multi-UAV-enabled downlink NOMA in large-scale
cellular networks, where two practical strategies were pro-
posed, namely a user-centric strategy and a UAV-centric strat-
egy. In the user-centric strategy, all ground users have to be
served by the deployed UAVs, which can be regarded as an
emergency communication use case (e.g., after disasters in
remote areas or in rural areas). In the UAV-centric strategy,
the UAVs aim to offload traffic from the terrestrial wireless
networks (e.g., hotspots). For each strategy, exact expressions
for the coverage probability were derived and numerical results
confirmed that employing NOMA at the UAV-BSs can achieve
a significant performance gain over OMA. Moreover, the setup
was extended by considering multi-antenna UAV-BSs in [74],
where multiple ground users were served using a cluster-based
NOMA design. Different from the quasi-static UAVs assumed
in [73], [74], the mobility of UAVs can be further exploited to
improve the communication performance via UAV trajectory
design. It is worth noting that this new DoF also introduces
new challenges for designing UAV-BS enabled NOMA. This
is because in NOMA transmission, the user decoding order
is mainly determined by the users’ channel qualities, which
can dynamically change with the movement of the UAV-BS.
This often leads to a highly-coupled joint UAV trajectory
and NOMA decoding order optimization problem, which is
non-trivial to solve. To this end, the authors of [75] studied the
joint UAV trajectory design and resource allocation problem,
where a penalty dual-decomposition (PDD) technique was
employed to deal with the downlink NOMA decoding order
design. The obtained results showed that for the considered
UAV-BS communication system, the performance gain of
NOMA over OMA is more significant when the total UAV
flight time is small. This underscores the effectiveness of
employing NOMA in this use case since the maximum flight
time of commercial UAVs is usually limited (e.g., around
30 minutes). As the limited on-board energy storage of UAVs
is a major bottleneck in practical applications, the authors
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Fig. 3. Two categories of NOMA-based UAV-aided communications.

of [76] further investigated the adoption of uplink NOMA in
energy-constrained UAV data collection systems. In particular,
a max-min UAV data collection rate problem was formulated
by jointly optimizing the trajectory of the UAV and the
scheduling and power control of the ground sensors, subject to
the energy limitations of both the UAV and the ground sensors.
The reported results also revealed that NOMA is more suitable
for UAV data collection systems than OMA, especially when
the UAV on-board energy storage is limited.

2) NOMA-Assisted Cellular-Connected UAVs: As shown
in Fig. 3(b), UAVs can be integrated into existing wireless
networks acting as aerial users, namely cellular-connected
UAVs, and share the same spectrum with the ground users.
Therefore, there is no dedicated spectrum resource allocated
for cellular-connected UAVs, which is of vital importance for
alleviating the spectrum shortage. However, cellular-connected
UAVs will cause severe interference to the terrestrial wire-
less networks due to the spectrum sharing. To resolve this
issue, a novel ground-aerial uplink NOMA framework was
established in [77], [78]. As LoS dominated A2G channels
are usually much stronger than the conventional terrestrial
channels, the resulting asymmetric channel conditions allow
the BS to first decode the aerial user’s signal and subtract it
from the received signal before decoding the ground users’ sig-
nals, i.e., following the uplink NOMA protocol. Employing the
ground-aerial uplink NOMA framework, the authors of [77]
proposed a uplink cooperative NOMA scheme to deal with the
A2G interference from one static UAV user to a number of
BSs, where some selected BSs first decode the UAV’s signal
and further deliver it to their neighboring BSs. The authors
of [78] further investigated the trajectory design for cellular-
connected UAVs, where the A2G interference can be canceled
by the associated BS with the aid of NOMA and the UAV’s
trajectory was simultaneously optimized to control the A2G
interference imposed on the non-associated BSs. To facilitate
the resulting UAV trajectory design, two types of regions
were defined, namely the uplink NOMA zone and the QoS
protected zone. The uplink NOMA zone denotes a circular
region, in which the UAV can be associated with the BS
located in the center of this region. The QoS protected zone
denotes a circular region, in which the UAV cannot enter if

it is not associated with the BS located in the center. The
authors of [78] first proved that regardless of the amount
of information bits that need to be delivered by the UAV
to each BS, the optimal trajectory structure follows the fly-
hover-fly protocol. Based on this insight, two algorithms were
developed by employing graph theory and the SCA method.
Furthermore, the ground-aerial uplink NOMA framework was
extended to the case of multi-antenna UAVs in [79], [80],
where the precoding vector of the UAV was optimized to
maximize the achievable rate.

B. NOMA-Enhanced Robotic Communications

With the rapid development of computer science and robotic
techniques, robots will play an increasingly important role in
human society in different fields such as smart home and smart
factory. Among others, one promising direction is to integrate
robots into wireless networks as robotic users, namely con-
nected robots [81]. By doing so, connected robots can accom-
plish missions relying on information exchange with operators
(e.g., Access Points (APs) and BSs) instead of relying on their
own computational resources, thus being more cost-efficient
and less computation-constrained. Despite following a similar
concept as cellular-connected UAVs, the application scenar-
ios of connected robots are more challenging. On the one
hand, the communication channels of connected robots are
more likely to be blocked than the LoS dominated A2G
channels, thus leading to rapidly changing channel conditions.
On the other hand, the number of connected robots in the
network is usually large, and each of them may have different
working conditions (e.g., static and mobile) and communi-
cation requirements (e.g., data-hungry or delay-insensitive).
The resulting heterogeneous communication scenario makes
the resource management a non-trivial task. To cope with
the aforementioned issues, some initial research efforts have
begun to exploit NOMA for robotic communication [82],
[83]. In particular, the authors of [82] investigated an indoor
communication-aware robot path planning problem, where one
mobile robotic user (MRU) and one static robotic user (SRU)
are simultaneously served by an AP via NOMA. The MRU is
dispatched to travel from a predefined initial location to the
final location, subject to a required communication quality.
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF EXISTING WORKS ON THE APPLICATION OF NOMA IN UAV-AIDED COMMUNICATIONS

Fig. 4. Illustration of the obtained communication rate maps for OMA and
NOMA, where the AP and the static user are located at (0, 10, 2) meter
and (0, 0, 1.3) meter, respectively. The five dark blue regions are covered by
obstacles with a height of 1.3 meter. The other parameters adopted can be
found in [82, Section VI].

To minimize the required travelling time, a radio map based
approach was proposed to characterize the location-dependent
communication quality in the considered indoor environment.
Fig. 4 depicts the communication rate maps obtained for
NOMA and OMA, which characterize the spatial distribution
of the expected rate of the MRU while satisfying the com-
munication rate requirement of the SRU. As can be seen from
Fig. 4(a), with OMA, only a small region can achieve a rate of
more than 5 bit/s/Hz for the MRU. However, in Fig. 4(b), it can
be observed that more than half of the region can achieve a
rate of more than 5 bit/s/Hz if NOMA is employed. Therefore,
a significant rate gain can be achieved by NOMA over OMA.
The considered setup was extended to path planning for
multiple mobile robots in [83].

C. Massive and Critical Machine-Type Communication
(MC-MTC)

Most 6G services including several vertical sectors, e.g.,
intelligent transport systems, industry 4.0, and smart cities,
are gradually being digitalized. MTC is one of the most
promising enablers for supporting this large-scale digitization.
In addition to the traditional “massive” demand of MTC,
the strict QoS requirement becomes another key performance
indicator (KPI) for MTC in 6G, which evolves the current
MTC towards MC-MTC [84]. These two KPIs cause new
challenges for 6G, especially for uplink transmission with
finite blocklength, where ideal error-free decoding is not
possible, as discussed in Section III.B.2. One possible solution
for reducing the decoding error probability and satisfying
the massive and critical requirements in MC-MTC is to
develop advanced random access techniques. By abandoning
scheduling requests and grants, which may cause a large sig-
naling overhead, Grant-Free (GF) random access transmission
is able to enhance connectivity compared to conventional
Grant-Based (GB) transmission. As shown in Figs. 5(a)-(c),
the main difference between GF and GB transmission is
that GF transmission does not employ a grant acquisition
process. Thus, with GF transmission, devices can transmit
messages without waiting for permission. More specifically,
GF transmission can be divided into two categories based on
whether a random access process is employed or not, namely,
Random Access Channel (RACH)-based GF transmission and
RACH-less GF transmission. However, when the required
data rate for the GF users is low or the channel conditions
of GF users are weak, the SE of GF transmission becomes
extremely limited. Fortunately, NOMA is able to handle this
problem by adjusting the power resources to balance the
traffic of users with different channel conditions [85]. Besides
GF-NOMA, another random access NOMA scheme, namely
semi-GF NOMA, has been proposed in [86]. Note that for
GF transmission, the QoS requirements of the users can not
be guaranteed. To address this issue, in semi-GF NOMA,
GB users and GF users are grouped into one NOMA cluster
by allocating the spare spectrum resources of GB users to
GF users. More specifically, a threshold is introduced for
semi-GF transmission to determine which portion of the users
is to employ semi-GF transmission, while the remaining users
employ GB transmission. In Figs. 5(d) and (e), two semi-GF
protocols are presented based on RACH-based GF transmis-
sion, namely RACH-based dynamic protocol and RACH-based
open-loop protocol utilizing different access thresholds, i.e.,
the instantaneous Received Power at the BS (RPaB) and an
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Fig. 5. A comparison of GF, GB, and semi-GF transmission schemes.

average threshold [87]. These schemes can not only ensure
the success of GB users’ transmissions but can also provide
additional access channels for GF users at the same time, thus
satisfying both the “massive” and “critical” KPIs of MC-MTC.

There are several successful examples of random access
based NOMA, including GF-NOMA and Semi-GF NOMA
schemes, for MTC. Since traditional uplink NOMA employs
a fixed transmit power, collisions are severe for GF-NOMA.
To overcome this drawback, the authors of [88] introduced a
multi-transmit-power framework for random access NOMA.
The transmit power levels, which form a power pool, are
connected to the geographic locations of the users due to the
severe impact of path loss on the channel quality in wireless
communications. The obtained results showed that by offering
multiple transmit power levels to users, the degradation caused
by collisions can be significantly reduced. Moreover, the
authors of [89] designed an open-loop power control for the
power pool with the aid of Deep Q-Network (DQN), where
the power pool was first trained offline and then updated
online to control the performance-complexity tradeoff. The
proposed GF-NOMA system outperforms networks with OMA
in terms of the achievable data rates. For semi-GF NOMA,
the authors of [90] proposed a QoS-guarantee method to
enhance the stability of semi-GF transmissions. The ergodic
rate performance of semi-GF NOMA systems was evaluated
in [87]. The authors of [91] further extended the power
pool concept to semi-GF NOMA systems by considering the
competitive nature of IoT devices. In this work, a competitive
multi-agent DQN was exploited for distributed power control.
The proposed semi-GF NOMA IoT system performs better
than systems with fixed power control and networks with
pure GF transmission. However, current works mainly focus
on throughput performance. For other MTC QoS metrics,
e.g., latency, reliability, etc., efficient random access NOMA
concepts have yet to be developed.

D. Other Application Scenarios

Besides the above discussed application scenarios of NOMA
in future wireless networks, there are many other interesting
6G scenarios, in which NOMA can be fruitfully employed.
We focus on two topics in the following.

1) Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) Networks: The explo-
sive growth of mobile applications and services in next
generation wireless networks requires unprecedentedly high
data transmission speed and low latency. As a result, MEC
has emerged as a possible solution, which moves computing
resources from the central network towards the network edges,
thus relieving the backhaul burden on APs [92]. Compared
to conventional MEC networks relying on OMA, NOMA
provides benefits for both computational task transmission
and computation result announcement. In particular, mobile
devices can simultaneously offload their computation tasks to
the AP using the uplink NOMA protocol, while the computa-
tion results can be downloaded from the AP to mobile devices
exploiting the downlink NOMA protocol. Due to the resource
sharing characteristic of NOMA, employing NOMA in MEC
networks enables highly flexible resource allocation, thus sig-
nificantly improving the computation performance. Motivated
by these advantages, the authors of [93] carried out various
asymptotic performance analyses to evaluate the impact of the
channel conditions and transmit powers on the performance
of NOMA-MEC networks. To obtain a joint communication
and computation resource allocation solution for NOMA-
MEC networks, the authors of [94] and [95] minimized the
energy consumption of all users subject to a constraint on
the task execution latency in heterogeneous networks, where
the Lagrange dual method and an iterative algorithm were
applied, respectively. The overall computation delay mini-
mization problem in a NOMA-enabled MEC network was
studied in [96], where the users’ offloaded workloads, the task
uploading durations, and the computation-results downloading
durations were jointly optimized.

2) E-Health: Nowadays, human health problems are
steadily increasing medical requirements, which calls for
highly efficient communication networks to facilitate the con-
nection between patients and hospitals. Relevant use cases
include real-time tele-medicine/tele-surgery for emergencies
and rural areas [41], [97]. The application of NOMA in
e-health is appealing for coordination of the resource alloca-
tion among numerous smart devices (e.g., smart watches and
sensors), which is indispensable for establishment of efficient
monitoring systems for e-health. To facilitate this design,
the authors of [98] proposed a multi-carrier NOMA scheme
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for in-home health networks, which allows more monitoring
devices to be connected and more information bits to be
received compared to OMA based designs.

V. INTERPLAY BETWEEN NOMA AND OTHER EMERGING

PHYSICAL LAYER TECHNIQUES

Compatibility is one of the most important assessment
criteria for a new technology. Since 6G will combine vari-
ous different physical layer technologies, it is essential and
challenging to investigate the interplay between NOMA and
other emerging physical layer techniques. This section mainly
focuses on the integration of NOMA with other techniques
and surveys existing works in these areas.

A. Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface (RIS)-NOMA

Motivated by the development of metasurfaces, RISs [99],
also known as intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) [100],
have recently emerged as a promising technique for the next
generation wireless network. An RIS is a man-made thin
surface, which consists of a large number of low-cost reconfig-
urable elements (e.g., positive intrinsic negative (PIN) diodes)
and a smart controller (e.g., a field programmable gate array
(FPGA)). By configuring the phase and possibly the amplitude
responses of the RIS elements, the propagation of the incident
wireless signal can be beneficially modified, thus creating a
smart radio environment [101], as shown in Fig. 6. Compared
to conventional multi-antenna techniques and active relays, the
hardware cost and power consumption of RISs is significantly
lower since RISs do not require RF chains. Moreover, RISs
can be easily integrated into the existing wireless networks.
Structures on which RISs can be deployed include but are not
limited to building facades, indoor walls, roadside billboards,
and windows. Given the above favorable properties of RISs,
extensive research efforts have been devoted to investigating
the benefits of RIS-aided communication systems, such as
the mitigation of interference [102], the reduction of trans-
mit power [103], and the enhancement of communication
secrecy [104]. Among others, the combination of RISs and
NOMA is an appealing option for the following two rea-
sons [105]. First, recall the fact that the performance gain
of NOMA over OMA mainly depends on the distinct channel
conditions of the involved users, which may not always hold in
practice. By carefully selecting the deployment location and
reflection coefficients of RISs, the channel disparity among
the users can be enlarged instead of being solely determined
by the wireless environment, thus yielding a higher NOMA
gain. Second, the “channel changing” characteristic provided
by RISs can facilitate a smart QoS-based NOMA operation.
To be more specific, in conventional NOMA communica-
tion systems without RISs, the NOMA decoding order for
users mainly depends on the order of their given channel
conditions, which generally cannot be influenced. Therefore,
only users with higher NOMA decoding orders can achieve
high communication rates by using SIC to cancel inter-user
interference, while users with lower NOMA decoding orders
only achieve low data rates due to the unmitigated inter-user
interference. However, in practice, the QoS requirements of
the users may not be consistent with the order of their channel

Fig. 6. Illustration of RIS-enabled wireless communications.

conditions. In other words, a user with a weaker channel may
require a higher data rate than a user with a stronger channel.
RISs can help to overcome this issue. In particular, we can
order the users in terms of their QoS requirements and RISs
can be employed to realize the corresponding desired order
of channel conditions, i.e., facilitating RIS-aided QoS-based
NOMA communication.

The aforementioned advantages of RIS-NOMA have drawn
significant research interests in an effort to exploit the new
DoFs introduced to NOMA by RISs. A summary of existing
research contributions on RIS-NOMA is provided in Table III.
In particular, the authors of [106] considered an RIS-aided
multi-user SISO BC. Different from current RIS work assume
the static RIS configuration (i.e., the RIS reflection coeffi-
cients can only be adjusted once during one transmission),
the dynamic RIS configuration is employed, where the RIS
reflection coefficients can be adjusted multiple times during
one transmission. The capacity and rate regions achieved by
NOMA and OMA were characterized by jointly optimizing the
power allocation of the AP and the phase shift of the RIS in
each time slot. The derived solutions revealed that the optimal
transmission strategy for OMA is alternating transmission
between all users with their effective channel power gains
maximized by the RIS. For NOMA, the optimal transmission
strategy is alternating transmission between different user
groups with dynamic decoding orders facilitated by the RIS.
Moreover, the results in [106] also showed that the capacity
gain of NOMA is less sensitive to the dynamic RIS configura-
tion than the rate gain of OMA. This revealed that, compared
to OMA, NOMA not only achieves a higher capacity gain but
also requires less hardware complexity at the RIS, because
the dynamic RIS configuration needed for OMA requires con-
siderable overhead for information exchange between the AP
and the RIS. The capacity/rate region characterization problem
of the RIS-aided two-user SISO MAC and BC with NOMA
and OMA was further investigated in [107] by leveraging
the rate-profile method and uplink-downlink duality, where
two types of network-level RIS deployment strategies were
considered, namely centralized deployment and distributed
deployment. In particular, one large-size RIS was deployed
near the AP for the centralized deployment strategy, while
two small-size RISs were separately deployed near each user
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Fig. 7. Weighted sum rate versus the number of RIS elements in an RIS-
aided 4-user communication system. The AP is located at (0, 0, 5) meter
and the kth user is located at (25 + 5k, 0, 1.5) meter with rate weights of
wk = 0.1k, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The location of the RIS is optimized along
{(x, 5, 5) |30 ≤ x ≤ 45} meter. The direct links between the AP and the
users are assumed to be blocked. The other parameters adopted can be found
in [108, Section VI].

for the distributed deployment strategy. In both strategies, the
total number of RIS elements was assumed to be the same for
a fair comparison. One interesting insight obtained in [107]
is that regardless of the employed multiple access scheme,
the centralized deployment strategy always outperforms the
distributed one in terms of the capacity/rate region. As a
further advancement, the authors of [108] investigated the
link-level optimal RIS deployment design for an RIS-aided
multi-user downlink network. Considering NOMA, TDMA,
and FDMA transmission, a weighted sum rate maximization
problem was formulated by jointly optimizing the power
allocation of the AP and the phase shifts and deployment
location of the RIS. Both monotonic optimization and alter-
nating optimization based algorithms were developed to find a
performance upper bound and a suboptimal solution, respec-
tively, which were shown to achieve a similar performance
via simulations. One useful guideline for RIS deployment
revealed in [108] was that an asymmetric RIS deployment
strategy is preferable for NOMA, while a symmetric RIS
deployment strategy is superior for OMA. In Fig. 7, we present
the maximum weighted sum rate obtained by different multiple
access schemes in [108]. As can be observed, NOMA signifi-
cantly outperforms both TDMA and FDMA. The performance
gain is more pronounced as the number of RIS elements
increases, which confirms the advantages of the integration
of NOMA and RISs. Moreover, the authors of [109] studied
simultaneously transmitting and reflecting RIS (STAR-RIS)
assisted communication systems. Compared to reflecting-only
RIS, the signal incident on STAR-RIS can be transmitted
and reflected to both sides [110], [111]. By exploiting this
unique feature, the fundamental transmission-versus-reflection
coverage tradeoff was characterized for NOMA and OMA
in [109]. The obtained results showed that NOMA yields
a more significant gain over OMA for STAR-RIS than for
conventional RIS.

Furthermore, the investigation of RIS-NOMA was extended
to multi-antenna transmission, which additionally requires the
design of an active beamformer. For instance, the authors

of [112] studied an RIS-aided MISO downlink NOMA net-
work, where the joint active and passive beamformer design
problem was formulated for the maximization of the sum rate
of all users. In particular, three types of RIS elements were
considered, which differed in whether the amplitude and phase
shift coefficients can be continuously adjusted or not. Since the
RIS can reconfigure the users’ channels, the optimal NOMA
decoding order in [112] was obtained via exhaustive search,
which may lead to an unacceptable computational complexity.
To address this issue, some low-complexity user ordering
schemes were proposed in [113], [114], and were shown to be
able to achieve a similar performance as the exhaustive search.
Inspired by the observation that for multi-user MISO transmis-
sion, NOMA can achieve the same performance as DPC when
the quasi-degradation condition is satisfied [25], the authors
of [115] exploited this condition in RIS-aided communication
systems. Their results revealed that the quasi-degradation con-
dition can be satisfied with a high probability by optimizing the
phase shifts of the RIS, thus ensuring that NOMA can achieve
high performance. As a further step, some novel transmission
frameworks were proposed in [116]–[118]. In [116], a signal
cancellation-based design was proposed for RIS-aided MIMO-
NOMA networks, where the reflection coefficients of the
RIS were designed to mitigate the inter-cluster interference
received by different NOMA clusters. The results revealed
that, owing to the additional signal cancelation capability
enabled by the RIS, the constraints regarding the number of
antennas at the transmitters and the number of antennas at the
receivers can be relaxed, which, however, have to be strictly
satisfied for conventional MIMO-NOMA networks. We note
that the coverage of one RIS is limited. Hence, one RIS may
not be able to cover all users in the network. To overcome
this issue, in [117], multiple distributed RISs were deployed
to establish a reflection link between the BS and cell-edge
users, each of which shared the same beamformer as one
cell-center user to facilitate NOMA. By doing so, additional
cell-edge users can be served in an “add-on” manner. The
authors of [118] further established a novel RIS-enhanced
multi-UAV NOMA transmission framework, where the RIS
was deployed to enhance the strength of the desired signal
between the UAV and its intended users while mitigating
the strong LoS dominated interference between the UAV and
unintended users. Simulation results showed that significant
sum rate gains can be achieved by NOMA over OMA.

B. Orthogonal Time Frequency Space (OTFS)-NOMA

Supporting users with different mobility profiles (e.g.,
UAVs, cars, and high-speed trains) is an important feature of
next generation wireless networks. However, supporting these
users in a spectrally efficient manner is difficult to accomplish.
Take a user with high mobility as an example, where the user’s
high mobility introduces two challenging issues. One issue
are Doppler frequency shifts, which are particularly damaging
in current 4G and 5G systems, because Doppler frequency
shifts cause inter-carrier interference for OFDM modulated
signals and can severely degrade the system performance.
The other issue is how to realize reliable and timely channel
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TABLE III

SUMMARY OF EXISTING RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS ON RIS-NOMA

Fig. 8. Illustration of a downlink OTFS-NOMA system with one
high-mobility user and one low-mobility user.

estimation, where a huge amount of system overhead might
be wasted as pilot signals have to be transmitted frequently.
Recently, a new approach, termed orthogonal time frequency
space (OTFS) modulation, has been proposed to support high-
mobility users [119]–[121]. The key idea is to place the high-
mobility users’ signals in the delay-Doppler plane. Thereby,
the users’ channels, which are time varying in the time-
frequency plane, are converted to time invariant channels in
the delay-Doppler plane. As a result, channel estimation can
be straightforwardly carried out in the delay-Doppler plane.

However, the performance of OTFS is limited by the OTFS
resolution, which measures how accurately a user’s channel
can be located in the delay-Doppler plane. In general, the
OTFS resolution can be improved by asking a user to transmit
for a long time duration and over many different frequency
channels. In other words, the use of OTFS can result in
the situation that the bandwidth resources and time slots are
occupied by high-mobility users. If these users have poor
channel conditions or do not need to be served at high data
rates, the SE of OTFS can be low. To address this issue,
the authors of [122] proposed a novel OTFS-NOMA scheme
to improve the SE for the scenario with heterogenous user
mobilities, where the high-mobility users’ signals are placed
in the delay-Doppler plane and the low-mobility users’ signals
are placed in the time-frequency plane. The corresponding
two-user downlink OTFS-NOMA system is depicted in Fig. 8.

With this approach, the high-mobility users can enjoy the ben-
efit of time-invariant channels in the delay-Doppler plane, and
the low-mobility users are additionally served by placing their
signals into the time-frequency plane, where the interference
caused by the signals in the two non-orthogonal planes can be
tackled by applying the well-known NOMA interference man-
agement techniques. For MIMO systems, the authors of [123]
further designed a robust and low-complexity beamforming
approach for OTFS-NOMA systems, which aims to guarantee
the QoS of the high-mobility users while maximizing the data
rate of the low-mobility users. The proposed beamforming
approach provides a significant performance gain over random
beamforming. Since the research on OTFS-NOMA systems
is still in its infancy, there are numerous open problems,
which require further research efforts, e.g., joint optimization
of power allocation and beamforming, user clustering based
on the mobility profiles of the users, user handovers across
different NOMA clusters.

C. Integrated Sensing and Communication (ISaC)-NOMA

Integrated sensing and communication (ISaC) has recently
been recognized as an important technique for 6G since it
provides new sensing capabilities and reduces the weight
of the equipment in current wireless networks [124], [125].
These advantages are suitable for several mobile 6G scenarios:
vehicle-to-everything (V2X), UAV, etc. Current ISaC sys-
tems include three main types: Communication-centric designs
(CCD), sensing-centric designs (RCD), and joint designs
(JD) [126]. In CCD, communication has the highest priority
and radar sensing is an add-on function, which can tolerate
poor detection performance. In SCD, the opposite applies.
In JD, both the communication and sensing functions have the
same priority, and hence controllable performance trade-offs
are indispensable. Since sensing and communication signals
employ different waveforms, their combination in the same
time/frequency resource block is a challenging task. Moreover,
when receiving the superposed radar echoes and communica-
tion signals in the same time/frequency resource block, it is
difficult to simultaneously decode the communication signals
and analyze the radar echoes. These two problems are obsta-
cles to the development of ISaC. Fortunately, NOMA is able
to offer additional access channels in a given time/frequency
resource block, which potentially solves these problems. For
example, two different waveforms can be labelled with dif-
ferent power levels. Iterative SIC or parallel SIC techniques
can help to separate communication and radar signals at the
receivers. From the perspective of NOMA, ISaC introduces a
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new mechanism of acquiring CSI, which improves the quality
of NOMA transmission. For NOMA-enabled ISaC, the related
research is in a very early stage. The authors of [127] explored
the possibility of integrating different waveforms into one
NOMA cluster. The proposed solution outperforms conven-
tional OFDM-ISaC. Another idea for NOMA-ISaC systems
is to use NOMA for controlling the signal and radar power,
such that the prediction accuracy requirement can be relaxed
as discussed in [128]. As radar signals are not modulated, the
first SIC stage of ISaC-NOMA systems decodes the communi-
cation signals and the second SIC stage analyzes the remaining
radar echoes [41] with the communication signal subtracted.
The authors of [129] further considered NOMA-aided joint
radar and multicast-unicast communication systems, where the
BS transmits the mixed multicast-unicast information to both
the radar-centric and communication-centric users employing
NOMA while the superimposed signal is used to detect the
radar-centric user. Numerical results showed that the proposed
NOMA scheme significantly outperforms conventional SDMA
and TDMA schemes in terms of both radar detection and
communication performance.

D. Other Potential Interplays

1) Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP)-NOMA: CoMP trans-
mission is an effective technique to mitigate inter-cell-
interference (ICI) and improve the performance of cell-edge
users [130]. Integrating NOMA with CoMP has two main
benefits. On the one hand, for multi-cell NOMA communi-
cation systems, cell-edge NOMA users suffer from not only
intra-cell NOMA interference but also inter-cell interference,
which causes performance degradations. To this end, CoMP
can help to cancel or partially cancel ICI for cell-edge NOMA
users to improve communication performance. On the other
hand, NOMA provides additional flexibility for CoMP to
improve the performance of cell-centre users by allowing
resource sharing between the cell-centre and cell-edge users
and between different cells. To explore these benefits, the
power allocation problem in CoMP-NOMA networks was
studied by the authors of [131] to maximize the sum rate.
To reduce complexity, this work proposed a distributed opti-
mization method, where each BS used the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker approach to optimize its power allocation without the
need to know the transmission strategies of the other coor-
dinated BSs. For CoMP-NOMA with joint transmission, the
authors of [132] proposed three novel user pairing strategies
to maximize the network throughput. Furthermore, the authors
of [133] proposed a generalized CoMP-NOMA transmission
framework, where joint transmission can be applied for both
cell-centre and cell-edge users.

2) Full-Duplex (FD)-NOMA: FD is an important technique
for next generation wireless networks, which allows simul-
taneous downlink and uplink transmission over the same
time/frequency resources. The integration of FD with NOMA
is promising to further improve the resource efficiency by
allowing a large number of users to simultaneously down-
load and/or upload information from and/or to the BS.
Despite these appealing advantages, FD-NOMA also intro-
duces challenges for interference management [134], including

the self-interference at the FD transmitter and the inter-user
interference between the downlink and uplink NOMA users.
Therefore, sophisticated resource allocation schemes have to
be developed. For instance, the authors of [134] studied an FD
multi-carrier NOMA system, where the power allocation and
the subcarrier assignment were jointly optimized to maximize
the weighted system throughput. To confirm the effectiveness
of FD-NOMA, the authors of [135] analyzed the outage
performance of FD-NOMA and half-duplex (HD) NOMA.
Numerical results showed that FD-NOMA can offer significant
performance gains over HD-NOMA and OMA as long as the
co-channel interference can be sufficiently suppressed, which
underscores the importance of interference mitigation in FD-
NOMA. Moreover, the authors of [136] studied HD relay
assisted NOMA networks, where two relay selection schemes
were proposed and the corresponding outage performance
was analyzed. Based on cooperative NOMA transmission, the
authors of [137] proposed to make the near user serve as
a HD/FD relay to assist the far user. It was shown that FD
NOMA is superior to HD NOMA for low SNR region.

3) Visible Light Communications (VLC)-NOMA: For indoor
environments, VLC is promising because of its usage of
unlicensed spectrum, efficient implementation, high confiden-
tiality, and low energy consumption [138]. Practical VLC has
three main features: 1) The number of users served by each
transmitter is limited; 2) the corresponding transmit SNR can
be high; and 3) the channels in VLC are usually constant and
can be easily estimated by the transmitter with high accuracy.
However, one main drawback of VLC is that the modulation
bandwidth is small. Therefore, multiple access techniques are
indispensable for VLC to enhance the SE. On the one hand,
from the perspective of VLC, NOMA is an attractive multiple
access technique due to the following reasons. First, the lim-
ited number of users leads to a small number of SIC stages for
NOMA, and hence the outage probabilities for all SIC stages
can be easily controlled to an ultra-low level. Second, the
high transmit SNR of VLC enables high NOMA-introduced
throughput gains. Third, the slow-changing CSI of the users
can be estimated with low overhead at the transmitter side,
which reduces the complexity required for NOMA transmis-
sion. On the other hand, from the perspective of NOMA, VLC
is also promising since it introduces two novel controllable
parameters, namely, the transmission angles and the field of
view, which can be exploited to achieve significant channel
differences. To explore the interplay between NOMA and
VLC, the authors of [139] proposed a mathematical frame-
work for evaluation of the average performance of NOMA-
VLC systems. It was analytically shown that NOMA-VLC
outperforms OMA-VLC in terms of the ergodic sum rate,
where the gain are especially pronounced in the high SNR
regime. By enlarging the channel gain difference between the
paired users and choosing suitable light emitting diodes, the
NOMA-induced gain can be further enhanced. For MIMO-
VLC systems, the authors of [140] proposed a normalized
gain difference power allocation (NGDPA) method to increase
the achievable sum rate. This work illustrated the superiority
of employing NOMA in MIMO-VLC systems compared to
traditional systems.
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VI. ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL TOOLS FOR NOMA:
FROM OPTIMIZATION TO ML

An important design aspect that critically affects the perfor-
mance of NOMA communication systems is the allocation of
the available resources to the users. The resulting resource
allocation problem can be handled either by utilizing con-
ventional mathematical optimization methods or by leveraging
new ML tools. In this section, we survey advanced resource
allocation methods for NOMA from both the mathematical
optimization and the ML perspectives.

A. A Mathematical Optimization Perspective

First, we survey the resource allocation methods that have
been developed based on mathematical optimization theory.
Generally speaking, resource allocation optimization problems
can be categorized into two classes: Convex problems and
non-convex problems [141], [142], which can be dealt with by
using convex and non-convex optimization methods, respec-
tively, as detailed in the following. In Table IV, we summarize
these methods as well as the related research contributions on
NOMA.

1) Convex Optimization Methods: For convex resource allo-
cation problems, where the objective is to minimize a convex
function or to maximize a concave function, subject to a set
of convex constraints [141], there are generally two types of
methods for finding the optimal solution: numerical methods
and analytical methods. By making use of the convexity of the
problem, both types of methods can yield the globally optimal
solution with polynomial time complexity in general [143].

• Numerical methods: Various systematic numerical meth-
ods have been established for optimally solving convex
optimization problems, including the Newton’s method
for unconstrained or equality-constrained convex opti-
mization problems and the interior-point method for
constrained convex optimization problems [141]. For
example, the interior-point method was applied for solv-
ing the offloading ratio and uplink transmission time in a
NOMA-MEC system [144]. Moreover, convex optimiza-
tion problems can also be solved using off-the-shelf opti-
mization toolboxes, e.g., CVX [145] and YALMIP [146].

• Analytical methods: On the other hand, for convex opti-
mization problems with a tractable structure, the optimal
solution can be obtained analytically (e.g., in closed form
or semi-closed form) by leveraging the Lagrangian dual-
ity method, which can provide more insights than numer-
ical methods. Specifically, under certain mild constraint
qualification constraints (e.g., the Slater’s condition),
strong duality holds between a convex problem and the
corresponding Lagrange dual problem [141]. Therefore,
the optimal solution can be obtained by solving a set of
equations under problem feasibility constraints, namely
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions; moreover,
the optimal solution can be obtained by solving the dual
problem, which may have a more tractable structure.
Analytical methods have been applied for solving various
convex resource allocation problems (especially power
allocation problems) in NOMA networks. For example,

by examining the KKT conditions, the authors of [131]
derived the optimal power allocation for a single-cell
downlink NOMA network; the authors of [147] obtained
the optimal power allocation in an uplink multi-carrier
NOMA system with user fairness considerations; the
authors of [148] derived the optimal task partition ratios
and offloading powers in closed form for a NOMA-MEC
network; and the authors of [60] derived the optimal
dynamic power allocation for maximizing the worst-case
user rate of a massive MIMO-NOMA network.

• Equivalent transformation from non-convex to convex
problems: Besides problems that are originally in a con-
vex form, convex optimization methods can also help to
find the optimal solutions of non-convex problems that
can be equivalently transformed into convex problems via
manipulations, such as a change of variables, introduction
of auxiliary variables, replacing the objective/constraint
function with more tractable functions that are monotonic
in terms of the original ones, etc. It is worth noting
that the transformed problem must be equivalent to the
original one so that the optimal solution to the new
convex problem can serve as the optimal solution to the
original non-convex one. A typical example of such trans-
formations is the class of geometric programming (GP)
problems, where both the objective function and the con-
straints are posynomials (i.e., sum of monomials), thus
the original problem is non-convex. However, by taking
the logarithm of the objective function and constraints,
this problem can be equivalently transformed into a
convex optimization problem. Based on this favorable
feature, various power control problems in multi-user
networks can be approximated as GPs in the high-SNR
regime and solved using convex optimization (a detailed
tutorial is given in [149]). Using this approach, the
power control problem has been handled for multi-carrier
NOMA networks [150], secure NOMA networks [151],
and cognitive OFDM-NOMA networks [152].

2) Non-Convex Optimization Methods: Due to the diverse
user demands and complicated network structures, most
resource allocation problems are non-convex and cannot be
equivalently transformed into convex optimization problems.
In the following, we survey several useful non-convex opti-
mization methods that are suitable for handling this class of
resource allocation problems.

• Matching theory: Matching theory has recently emerged
as a popular tool for solving the sub-channel allocation
problem in multi-carrier based NOMA networks. Specifi-
cally, unlike conventional OFDMA networks where each
sub-channel is only assigned to at most one user to
guarantee user channel orthogonality. NOMA enables
power-domain multiplexing of multiple users on one sub-
channel, which results in inter-user interference. There-
fore, allocating multiple sub-channels to multiple users
with the possibility of applying SIC in each sub-channel
is much more challenging than the sub-channel allocation
for OFDMA. Moreover, since the mapping between users
and sub-channels is modeled using binary variables,
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such problems are combinatorial in nature, and cannot
be solved using other conventional convex optimization
methods either.
Nevertheless, by identifying that the sub-channels and
users can be viewed as two sets of selfish and rational
players that interact with each other according to a given
utility function (e.g., sum rate), the sub-channel allocation
problem in NOMA can be modeled as a many-to-many
matching game, for which low-complexity algorithms can
be designed by leveraging the matching theory [153].
Along this line, the authors of [154] proposed a greedy
matching algorithm between sub-channels and users,
where each sub-channel was assigned to two users. The
authors of [150] considered the case where an arbitrary
maximum number of users can be multiplexed on each
sub-channel, and proposed a matching algorithm that
converges to a stable matching. The authors of [155] pro-
posed a super-modular game based matching algorithm
for maximizing the EE. Considering a system with mixed
traffic types, the authors of [156] devised a new matching-
based sub-band allocation algorithm for both centralized
and distributed antenna systems.
Besides for sub-channel allocation, matching theory
can also be applied for solving various other allo-
cation/scheduling/assignment problems involving binary
optimization variables [157], [158]. Specifically, consid-
ering a MIMO-NOMA network operating in the mmWave
band, the authors of [159] proposed a matching algorithm
for allocating different spatial mmWave beams to multiple
users (also called user scheduling), where each beam can
be shared by an arbitrary number of users. The authors
of [160] developed a two-sided coalitional matching
approach to jointly optimize the user clustering and BS
selection. The authors of [161] utilized matching theory
to design codebook assignments for SCMA. Moreover,
matching theory has also been shown effective for solving
discrete resource allocation problems in various appli-
cation scenarios, such as secure communications [151],
cognitive networks [152], device-to-device (D2D) net-
works [162], [163], and fog networks [164], [165].

• Successive Convex Approximation (SCA): SCA is a
low-complexity method to find a high-quality suboptimal
solution to a non-convex problem with a non-convex
objective function and/or non-convex constraints [166].
Specifically, by finding convex tight upper bounds of
the objective function and/or the constraint functions
(which are referred to as the surrogate functions) at
each local point, SCA iteratively solves the prob-
lem of minimizing this convex surrogate function with
the constraint functions replaced by their surrogates,
by using convex optimization methods, until conver-
gence is reached. The surrogate function can be designed
based on the form of the objective function or the
constraint function (e.g., a common surrogate function for
a concave objective/constraint function is its first-order
Taylor series expansion). The SCA method has been
widely used for optimizing the power allocation among
multiple users/sub-channels, e.g., in outage probability

constrained MIMO-NOMA networks [51], FD multi-
carrier NOMA networks [134], mmWave-NOMA net-
works [159], energy-efficient NOMA networks [155],
multi-user MIMO-NOMA networks [167], NOMA vir-
tualized wireless networks [168], D2D-enabled NOMA
networks [169], and hybrid NOMA networks [170].
Recently, the SCA method has also been shown effective
for dealing with beamforming/trajectory design problems
in UAV communications (see, e.g., [171], [172]) and
RIS reflection coefficient optimization problems (see,
e.g., [173], [174]). Along this line, there are several
related research contributions for NOMA systems, includ-
ing [80] for NOMA-based multi-beam UAV communi-
cations and [112], [115], [175] for RIS-aided NOMA
networks.

• Branch-and-Bound (BnB): Different from most other
non-convex optimization methods that focus on finding
a high-quality, yet generally suboptimal, solution with
low computational complexity, the BnB method aims
to obtain the globally optimal solution to a non-convex
problem at the cost of high (often exponential) com-
plexity, by systematically enumerating all the potentially
optimal solutions [176]. BnB is most commonly used for
solving discrete optimization problems, and has later been
extended to handling problems with continuous variables
(see, e.g., [177]). The basic idea of BnB is to partition
the feasible set into smaller subsets, and find upper and
lower bounds of the objective value for each subset.
The partitioning and corresponding bounds are iteratively
updated based on problem-specific rules, until conver-
gence is reached. The BnB method has been applied for
solving various resource allocation problems in wireless
networks, such as the joint sub-channel, power, and rate
assignment problem in OFDMA networks [178] and
the power control problem for maximizing the weighted
sum rate in SISO interference channels [179]. Under the
NOMA setup, the authors of [180] obtained the optimal
resource allocation for a multi-carrier NOMA network
with imperfect CSI by leveraging BnB; the authors
of [159] showed that the power allocation problem in
a NOMA-mmWave network can be viewed as a BnB
problem, and obtained the �-optimal power allocation
policy.

• Monotonic Optimization: Besides BnB, monotonic opti-
mization can also find the globally optimal solution of
a non-convex optimization problem. Specifically, it is
suitable for problems whose objective and constraints
are monotonic (i.e., strictly increasing or decreasing)
in the optimization variables. By making use of this
monotonicity, the search of the optimal solution within
the feasible set can be made more efficient (more details
can be found in [181]). The effectiveness of monotonic
optimization has made it appealing for obtaining the
globally optimal solution to several well-known difficult
problems such as the power control problem in ad hoc
networks [182] and the weighted sum rate maximization
problem for general K-user MISO/single-input multiple-
output (SIMO) Gaussian interference channel [183].
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Employing monotonic optimization, the authors of [134]
obtained the optimal joint sub-carrier and power alloca-
tion strategy for an FD multi-carrier NOMA system and
the authors of [184] designed the optimal power control
in NOMA relay-assisted networks.

• Block Coordinate Descent (BCD): The methods intro-
duced above are mostly suitable for optimizing one
particular type of resources, e.g., power control or sub-
channel allocation. However, to optimize the overall
network performance, different types of resources need to
be jointly optimized, which results in more complicated
problems with potentially various types of variables cou-
pled in the objective function and/or constraints. Instead
of directly solving such joint optimization problems,
which is typically difficult, BCD (sometimes also referred
to as alternating optimization) is a favorable alternative
which groups the optimization variables into multiple
blocks (e.g., grouping the power control variables into
one block, and the sub-channel allocation variables into
another block), and iteratively optimizes each block of
variables with the other blocks being fixed. In this way,
the joint optimization problem is decoupled into several
sub-problems each over a smaller group of variables,
which can be handled using the methods described above.
It is worth noting that despite the typically low com-
plexity of the BCD method, the algorithm convergence
and the solution quality need to be judiciously evaluated,
by checking the optimality of the solution obtained for
each subproblem and examining the specific problem
structure. The BCD method has been widely applied for
solving resource allocation problems in NOMA networks.
For example, the authors of [55] optimized the uplink
and downlink power allocation iteratively using BCD
for SE maximization; for a beamspace MIMO-NOMA
system, a BCD algorithm was proposed for iteratively
optimizing the power allocation and beam-specific digital
precoding [65]; to characterize the capacity region of
an RIS-aided network, the authors of [107] considered
NOMA transmission and developed a BCD algorithm
for iteratively optimizing each RIS reflection coefficient,
where the optimal solution to each sub-problem was
obtained.

• Problem-specific methods via structure exploitation:
Although each of the above methods can be applied
for solving a certain type of problem, there are still
many problems that cannot be easily dealt with using
these methods, due to the intractability of the objec-
tive function and/or constraints (e.g., the unit-modulus
constraints in hybrid/analog/constant-envelope precoding
problems [185]–[187] and reflection coefficient design in
RIS-aided networks). In this case, by carefully exploiting
the specific structure of a problem, hidden information on
the optimal solution may be unveiled, which facilitates
the design of problem-specific methods that can find
a high-quality solution with low complexity. Moreover,
note that even for the case where the above methods
can be applied, problem-specific methods may yield
improved performance with lower complexity since they

make full use of the problem structure. For example, for
the non-convex OFDMA sub-channel allocation problem,
the authors of [188] unveiled that under a time-sharing
condition which holds for a large total number of sub-
channels, the duality gap between the primal and dual
problems is zero. Hence, this non-convex problem can be
equivalently solved by solving the dual problem, where
the variables are not coupled and the optimal solution
can be easily found. By exploiting the unique channel
structure of an RIS-aided MIMO system, the authors
of [189] derived the optimal solution for the RIS reflec-
tion coefficients in closed form, despite the non-convexity
of the unit-modulus constraint. For a two-user RIS-aided
NOMA network, the authors of [107] revealed that the
optimal solution for the RIS reflection coefficients can
be obtained by solving a relaxed convex optimization
problem, where the relaxation is tight. For the more
complicated resource allocation problems arising in the
context of NGMA, we expect problem-specific methods
to play a more important role due to their capability of
extracting insights for complex problems.

B. An ML Perspective

ML techniques have gained increasing popularity for
resource allocation in heterogeneous wireless networks due to
their learning capability, especially in time-varying and unpre-
dictable network environments [190]–[192]. In this subsection,
we will provide an overview of the ML tools employed in
NOMA communication, see also Table V.

1) Deep Learning for NOMA: Due to its capability of
accurately tracking the state of networks and then predicting
their future evolution, deep learning (DL) has been applied in
NOMA to solve diverse problems such as acquiring perfect
CSI [193], signal constellation design [194], signal detec-
tion [195], [196], user clustering [197], and resource alloca-
tion [198]–[204]. The core idea of employing DL approaches
in NOMA is that the DL model uses a deep neural net-
work (DNN) to find a suitable data representation in each
layer. On the one hand, when solving problems such as
acquiring timely and accurate CSI, the DL approach in NOMA
can be data-driven, where the NOMA communication system
is optimized for a large training dataset. On the other hand,
when solving problems such as resource allocation, the DL
approach in NOMA can be model-based, where some prior
knowledge of the NOMA communication system is exploited
to reduce the number of parameters to be learned. Since
the performance of NOMA highly depends on the adopted
resource allocation strategy, in the following, we mainly focus
on existing research contributions on DL-empowered resource
allocation for NOMA communication systems.

In an effort to find the optimal decoding order and power
allocation policy in an NOMA-enhanced satellite-based IoT
(S-IoT) scenario, the authors of [198] proposed a DL-based
long-term power allocation (DL-PA) algorithm, which deter-
mines the desired decoding order based on the queue state
and the channel state of the users. The obtained results
revealed that the proposed DL-based algorithm outperforms
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other benchmarks in terms of long-term network utility, aver-
age arriving rate, and queuing delay. The authors of [199]
proposed a DNN-based algorithm to maximize the sum data
rate and EE in MIMO-NOMA networks. By leveraging the
proposed algorithm, the challenges caused by the rapidly
changing channel conditions and the extremely complex spa-
tial structure limitations were tackled. To maximize the sum
rate for a downlink NOMA system in the presence of imperfect
SIC, the authors of [200] proposed a DNN-based algorithm
to predict the optimal power allocation through exhaustive
search. Furthermore, a similar problem was investigated by the
authors of [201], where a DNN-based method with a simple
operation was proposed and can accomplish near real-time
resource allocation. To maximize the sum rate in NOMA
enabled D2D systems, the authors of [202] proposed a DNN
framework to determine a joint power loading solution at
both the source and relaying nodes. It was shown that the
proposed DNN-based algorithm outperforms the conventional
convex optimization-based approach in terms of sum rate
and computational complexity. As a further step, the authors
of [203] proposed a dynamic power control scheme for NOMA
enhanced wireless caching networks, where a DNN-based
algorithm was proposed to strike a balance between perfor-
mance and the computational complexity. The authors of [204]
studied NOMA-based wireless power transfer networks, where
the harvested energy and the transmission rate were optimized
subject to the requirements of energy harvesting and com-
munication, respectively. A deep belief network (DBN)-based
algorithm, which comprises preparing data samples, training,
and running, was proposed to solve the formulated problem.

2) Reinforcement Learning for NOMA: Since the con-
ventional mathematical optimization approaches are heavily
system-dependent, they are computationally expensive and
incur considerable timing overhead, and they may fail to be
accurate when facing rapidly time-varying wireless systems
or environments [205]. Reinforcement learning (RL), which
empowers the models to learn from the dynamic/uncertain
environment and to learn from their historical experiences,
is capable of overcoming these challenges and provides an
efficient approach for tackling resource allocation problems
in dynamic heterogeneous networks [206]. The core idea of
employing RL approaches in NOMA is that RL enables the
AP to interact with the environment. In each time slot, the AP

periodically observes the state of the NOMA communication
system. The state space consists of the wireless resources (e.g.,
power resource, bandwidth resource, computing resource, and
caching resource) allocated to each user. An action is carried
out by the AP to select the optimal control policy, which
allows the RL model to obtain the maximum Q-value in each
time slot. By carrying out an action, the AP will receive a
penalty/reward, which is determined by the considered objec-
tive function. In general, the principle of RL algorithms is to
maximize the long-term reward. RL algorithms can be divided
into three categories, namely, value-based algorithms, policy-
based algorithms, and actor-critic algorithms. In addition,
algorithms can be categorized based on the state of the model,
i.e., discrete or continuous.

RL approaches have been widely employed for solving
resource allocation problems in NOMA networks [207].
The authors of [208] proposed a hotbooting Q-learning
based NOMA power allocation algorithm for downlink
NOMA transmission, where the jamming and radio channel
parameters do not have to be known. The proposed algorithm
was shown to outperform the standard Q-learning-based
strategy. By formulating a long-term throughput maximization
problem as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP), the authors of [209] developed a Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) based Deep Q-network (LSTM-DQN)
algorithm to solve the formulated problem and reduce colli-
sions in the frequency domain as well as the computational
complexity of the DQN algorithm. To carry out the real-time
channel assignment in a real-time dynamic environment, the
authors of [210] proposed an actor-critic based algorithm
for a hybrid NOMA network. The results showed that the
proposed algorithm has superior environmental adaptability
with low time complexity. Furthermore, based on the Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm, the authors
of [211] proposed a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-
based joint resource management algorithm to maximize the
weighted-sum system throughput of a practical multi-carrier
NOMA (MC-NOMA) system.

Besides the above conventional NOMA communication
systems, RL-empowered NOMA has been also extended to
diverse application scenarios towards 6G. For instance, in the
context of UAV aided communications, the authors of [212]
applied NOMA to enhance the massive channel access in a
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UAV-aided IoT network. Based on Lagrangian primal-dual
policy optimization, an online model-free constrained DRL
algorithm was proposed to maximize the total network capac-
ity under stochastic mutual interference from IoT devices.
The authors of [213] jointly optimized the three-dimensional
trajectory of multiple UAVs and the power allocation pol-
icy to maximize the total throughput in a UAV-BS enabled
NOMA network. A Mutual Deep Q-network (MDQN) algo-
rithm was proposed to solve the formulated problem. The
algorithm was shown to have a faster convergence speed
than the conventional DQN algorithm in the multi-agent case.
In the context of NOMA-MEC networks, the authors of [214]
proposed a Single-Agent Q-learning (SAQ-learning) algorithm
and a Bayesian Learning Automata (BLA) based Multi-Agent
Q-learning (MAQ-learning) algorithm to obtain a long-term
resource allocation strategy and task offloading decisions,
respectively. They showed that the proposed NOMA-MEC
scheme significantly outperforms other benchmark schemes,
such as all-local computing and all-offloading computing. The
authors of [215] proposed a Mean-Field DDPG (MF-DDPG)-
based algorithm to solve the resource allocation problem for
NOMA-MEC in an ultra-dense network. Numerical results
showed that the proposed algorithm can efficiently reduce
both the energy consumption and task delay of users. For
an RL-empowered RIS-NOMA communication system, the
authors of [216] proposed a decaying double deep Q-network
(D3QN) based position-acquisition and phase-control algo-
rithm to attain the optimal deployment and design policies
for the RIS as well as the NOMA power allocation policy.
The authors of [217] proposed a DDPG-based algorithm to
jointly optimize the NOMA user partition, RIS phase shift,
and NOMA power allocation policy to maximize the sum rate.
In contrast to the conventional training-then-testing procedure,
the proposed algorithm can obtain a dynamic resource alloca-
tion policy based on a long-term self-adjusting learning model.

3) Federated Learning for NOMA: Federated learning
(FL), which can achieve distributed network training by
only exchanging network parameters (e.g., weights, gradients)
rather than exchanging the sensitive and private raw data [218],
[219], is also regarded as a promising technique to tackle
problems in distributed application scenarios of NOMA. In the
FL model, since the local data is not necessary for global FL
training and only the parameters of the local networks are
needed by the central network, the privacy of the users can be
well protected.

Motivated by the above unique advantages, some initial
research has begun to study the benefits of employing FL in
NOMA communication systems. The authors of [220] studied
a NOMA-enabled machine type devices (MTDs) communica-
tion system, where an FL approach was proposed to allow the
BS and MTDs to collaboratively estimate the traffic model,
thus improving the NOMA capacity. The FL concept was
further studied by the authors of [221], where an indoor
RIS-aided NOMA communication system was considered.
In particular, an FL-enabled DRL algorithm was proposed
to accelerate the training process for the joint optimization
of the deployment location and phase shifts of the RIS
and the power allocation of the NOMA users. The result

verified that the proposed FL-enabled algorithm can achieve a
faster convergence rate and a better optimization performance
compared to an independent training scheme.

4) Other Machine Learning Techniques for NOMA: Apart
from the aforementioned ML approaches, some other machine
learning algorithms, such as transfer learning and meta-
learning, are also promising for adoption to further improve
the performance of the existing ML algorithms. Additionally,
some supervised/unsupervised learning algorithms can also be
invoked to solve problems in NOMA communication systems
with a low complexity.

• Transfer learning for NOMA: The authors of [222]
proposed a deep transfer deterministic policy gradient
(DT-DPG) algorithm to maximize the mission efficiency
and communication reliability of an indoor RIS-aided
NOMA communication system. In particular, the radio
map was invoked as a virtual environment to train the
RL agent, which can significantly reduce the training
time and hardware costs. In an effort to mitigate inter-
ference in NOMA-enhanced mm-Wave communications,
the authors of [223] considered the joint user-cell asso-
ciation and beam selection problem to maximize the
total network capacity. A transfer Q-learning algorithm
was proposed to solve the formulated problem. It was
shown that the proposed transfer Q-learning algorithm
outperforms the benchmarks in dynamic scenarios and
also converges faster than the conventional Q-learning
algorithm.

• Supervised/Unsupervised learning for NOMA: Super-
vised learning algorithms, such as the support vector
machine (SVM) algorithm [224], have been adopted for
user mobility/position prediction in NOMA networks
with mobile nodes. Unsupervised learning algorithms,
such as the principal component analysis (PCA) algo-
rithm [225] and the K-means algorithm [69], [226], [227],
have been used for user clustering in NOMA networks.

C. Discussion and Outlook

Based on the above discussion, it can be observed that
both mathematical optimization and ML approaches can be
effective for solving diverse problems arising in the context of
NOMA in different scenarios. In this subsection, we discuss
both advantages and disadvantages of mathematical optimiza-
tion and ML approaches, and identify principles for selecting
suitable algorithms.

• Mathematical optimization or ML approaches? Next-
generation wireless networks are more complicated due to
their large-scale, versatile, and heterogeneous nature [99],
[228]. Conventional mathematical optimization methods
require complete or quasi-complete knowledge of the
wireless environment, which is non-trivial to obtain
in heterogeneous scenarios. In addition, conventional
mathematical optimization generally aims for instanta-
neously achieving minimum benefits for networks with-
out having an architectural vision in long-term and
dynamic scenarios. Hence, ML approaches outperform
conventional mathematical optimization when encoun-
tering complex time-variant hybrid environments or
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even unknown environments. Moreover, in this case,
the formulated NOMA optimization problems usually
have to compromise between multiple objectives (e.g.,
delay, throughput, transmit power) in order to obtain a
good solution. This further makes conventional math-
ematical optimization schemes inefficient, since deter-
mining the entire Pareto-front of optimal solutions is
challenging for them. In particular, the search-space
is expanded as the number of parameters increases,
which makes conventional gradient-based optimization
techniques unsuitable [229]. However, when faced with
static or quasi-static scenarios, ML algorithms generally
are not superior since their optimality cannot be theo-
retically proved or strictly guaranteed, while that of the
conventional mathematical optimization can. In addition,
ML approaches also loose their advantages in terms of
complexity in static environments due to the required
training.

• DL or DRL? Although both DL and DRL are widely
employed approaches in NOMA applications [227],
[230]–[232], their performance, applicability, and respec-
tive advantages have not been investigated thoroughly,
yet. On the one hand, a notable feature of DRL is its ben-
efits in long-term optimization [205], [216], [222], [233].
However, some research contributions have demonstrated
that DL algorithms can also enable long-term optimiza-
tion by focusing not only on short-term benefits in
resource allocation [198]. DRL is generally used for
problems which can be formulated as Markov decision
processes (MDPs), which means that, for a system whose
state can be changed and adjusted arbitrarily without
being restricted by the state in the previous time slot, such
as transmit power optimization, channel estimation, etc.,
DRL approaches loose their advantages. On the contrary,
for MDP problems, such as UAV trajectory design subject
to flight speed and long-term resource allocation with
varying power constraints, DRL has preeminent potential
compared to DL. On the other hand, in contrast to DL,
DRL can be trained by interacting with the environment,
which does not require any labeled dataset. There are
two key steps: training and inference. During the training
phase, the agent interacts with the environment to collect

experience. These collected experiences constitute the
training dataset of the RL agent and will be used to
learn the optimal decision-making rule. The environment
is a simulator mimicking the real-world system. In data-
driven systems, DL may be advantageous over DRL,
while DRL performs better in model-driven systems.
It is worth noting that DRL can be used even when
the “model” is unknown (e.g., “model-free” RL/DRL
methods). Both single and multi-agent DRL methods are
being explored for designing future AI-enabled wireless
networks [234].

VII. ROAD AHEAD: A MULTI-ANTENNA AND

NOMA-BASED UNIFIED FRAMEWORK FOR NGMA

From the discussion in the previous sections, we can observe
that NOMA is expected to play an important role in NGMA.
On the one hand, there are promising application scenarios in
6G, where NOMA can be employed for further performance
enhancement (c.f., Section IV), and emerging physical layer
techniques, which NOMA can interplay with to create win-win
transmission strategies (c.f., Section V). On the other hand,
there are advanced mathematical tools for enabling NOMA to
overcome the stringent requirements and challenges in next
generation wireless networks (c.f., Section VI). Motivated by
these considerations, in this section, we present a unified
framework for NGMA based on multi-antenna transmission
and NOMA, including both downlink and uplink multi-user
communication scenarios. For each scenario, we discuss the
corresponding signal models and implementation principles.
The aim of the proposed unified NGMA framework is to fully
reap the benefits of multiple antenna and NOMA techniques
and to enable highly flexible and customized communica-
tion services for future wireless networks. To begin with,
we first discuss issues arising from the use of SIC in MIMO-
NOMA, which may cause NOMA to perform worse than
SDMA when the multi-antenna communication system is
underloaded/critically loaded. This also provides one of the
main motivations for developing advanced NGMA techniques.

A. SIC Issues in MIMO-NOMA

In NOMA, SIC is employed at the receivers to remove the
inter-user interference caused by resource sharing. To ensure
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that SIC can be successfully carried out at the strong user,
the decoding rate condition Rw→s ≥ Rw→w has to be
satisfied [42], where Rw→s and Rw→w denote the achievable
communication rates at the strong user and weak user when
decoding the weak user’s signal, respectively. This means
that we need to keep the weak user’s signal strength (i.e.,
the inter-user interference) received at the strong user at a
moderate or a relatively high level to be perfectly decoded. It is
also worth mentioning that, in some literature [25], [44], the
above decoding rate condition is replaced with a more relaxed
condition, i.e., Rw = min (Rw→s, Rw→w), which means that
the achievable communication rate of the weak user is limited
to the decoding rates achieved at the strong and weak users,
respectively. Nevertheless, this relaxed condition requires the
same principle as the original one, i.e., the strong user has to
receive a considerable amount of power of the weak user’s
signal to carry out SIC.

For single-antenna multi-user communication systems, this
decoding rate condition can be automatically satisfied by
ordering the users in terms of their scalar channel power gains,
which, however, is not possible anymore for multi-antenna
communication systems where the users’ channels are vectors
or matrices. More importantly, the spatial DoFs provided
by multi-antenna techniques can be exploited to enhance
the intended signal strength while mitigating the inter-user
interference for each user, i.e., SDMA. Therefore, at first
glance, one may think that SDMA is superior to NOMA in
multi-antenna communications, since it enables a complete
or almost interference-free transmission for all users over
the same radio resource while NOMA only allows one user
(i.e., the strongest user if the beamformer-based NOMA is
employed) to receive the intended messages without inter-user
interference. Moreover, employing NOMA in multi-antenna
communication systems imposes additional SIC decoding con-
straints while SDMA does not. Does carrying out SIC make
NOMA ineffective in multi-antenna communication systems?
To answer this question, we compare NOMA with SDMA for a
downlink MISO communication system, where an N -antenna
BS serves K single-antenna users. Let hH

k ∈ C1×N and
wk ∈ C

N×1 denote the channel vector and the transmit
beamformer of user k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, respectively. In the
following, we consider both the underloaded/critically loaded
(i.e., N ≥ K) and overloaded (i.e., N < K) regimes.

1) Underloaded/Critically Loaded System: In this case, for
ease of presentation, we assume that N ≥ K = 2. In terms
of the correlation between the two user channels, we consider
the following two scenarios.

Scenario 1: Assume that hH
1 and hH

2 are mutually orthog-
onal. In this scenario, it is trivial to design two beamformers,
w1 and w2, for the two users such that

hH
1 w2 = hH

2 w1 = 0, (1)

i.e., there is no inter-user interference at each user. However,
for NOMA in this scenario, the user ordering and the SIC
condition become unnecessary since neither of the two users
has to decode the other’s signal to remove the inter-user
interference. Therefore, SDMA outperforms NOMA in this
scenario.

Scenario 2: Assume that hH
1 = chH

2 , where c is a constant.
In this scenario, as the two channel vectors are highly corre-
lated,6 it is impossible to design two beamformers satisfying
(1) even if the underloaded case is considered. As a result,
with SDMA, both users will suffer from severe inter-user
interference. Fortunately, with the assistance of SIC, NOMA
guarantees that one user can remove the interference caused
by the other user, instead of letting all users suffer from
interference. Therefore, NOMA will outperform SDMA in
this case. For scenario 2, one may argue that NOMA imposes
additional SIC decoding constraints, which reduce the overall
DoFs to be exploited. However, it is worth mentioning that for
highly-correlated channel vectors, the resulting SIC decoding
conditions are easy to satisfy.

2) Overloaded System: In this case, for ease of presentation,
we assume that N = 2 and K = 4. Due to the insufficient
spatial DoFs in the overloaded case, with SDMA, all users will
suffer from severe inter-user interference if they are simulta-
neously served. In contrast, NOMA, especially cluster-based
NOMA, is a promising transmission option in the overloaded
case. To demonstrate this, we assume that the channels of
users 1 and 3 are highly correlated (i.e., hH

1 = c1hH
3 ) and

are grouped into cluster 1, while the channels of users 2 and
4 are highly correlated (i.e., hH

2 = c2hH
4 ) and are grouped

into cluster 2. In this case, we can design two beamformers,
wc1 and wc2, such that for the two clusters we have

hH
2 wc1 = hH

4 wc1 = 0, (2a)

hH
1 wc2 = hH

3 wc2 = 0. (2b)

For each cluster, the superimposed signal of the two assigned
users is transmitted via the same beamformer to carry out
NOMA. By doing so, the strong NOMA user in each cluster
can receive its intended signal in an interference-free manner
since the inter-cluster interference is mitigated by exploiting
the spatial DoFs and the intra-cluster interference is canceled
by employing SIC. At the same time, two additional users can
be simultaneously served, which would not be possible with
SDMA. Therefore, in the overloaded regime, we can observe
that the limited spatial DoFs can be exploited more efficiently
with NOMA than with SDMA.

Based on the above examples, we can conclude that
for multi-antenna communication systems, on the one hand,
NOMA may sometimes be ineffective compared to SDMA in
the underloaded/critically loaded regime due to the improper
employment of SIC. On the other hand, in the under-
loaded/critically loaded regime with highly correlated channels
and in the overloaded regime, NOMA is indeed effective and
SIC is essential to fully exploit the available spatial DoFs.
Therefore, we cannot simply rely on one specific transmission
scheme in multi-antenna communication systems. Moreover,
given the fact that practical wireless environments are much
more complicated than the above presented scenarios, it will
not be possible to simply switch between different trans-
mission strategies to cope with the diverse communication

6As discussed before, when the communication link is LoS dominated (e.g.,
UAV-aided communications and mmWave/THz communications), there is a
high probability that the users’ channels are highly correlated.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the proposed multi-antenna and NOMA-based unified NGMA framework for downlink transmission.

scenarios occurring in actual wireless systems. To address
this issue, in the following, we propose a multi-antenna and
NOMA based unified framework for NGMA, which aims
to exploit the benefits of both techniques to facilitate more
flexible transmission than current MIMO-NOMA and SDMA.

B. A Unified Framework for NGMA: Downlink Case

To begin with, as shown in Fig. 9, we consider the downlink
communication of a typical MISO multi-user communication
system, where an N -antenna BS serves K > 1 single-antenna
users. Let s = [s1, s2, . . . , sK ]T denote the information vector,
where sk denotes the information symbol intended for user
k ∈ K � {1, 2, . . . , K}. Moreover, let wk =

√
pkwk ∈ CN×1

denote the corresponding beamformer for transmitting sk to
user k, where wk and pk denote the normalized vector and
the transmit power, respectively. Therefore, the transmit signal

at the BS is given by x =
K�

k=1

wksk. The downlink channel

vector between the BS and user k is denoted by hH
k ∈ C1×N .

In particular, we assume that the K users are grouped into
M clusters, where 1 ≤ M ≤ K is an integer which can be
optimized. For example, M = 1 means that all K users are
grouped into only one cluster, while M = K indicates that
each cluster contains only one user. Let Gm, ∀m ∈ M �
{1, 2, . . . , M}, denote the set of users in the mth cluster,
where G1 ∪ G2 ∪ . . . ∪ GM = K. The main purpose of user
grouping is to employ NOMA transmission. This is similar
to the conventional cluster-based NOMA, in which, however,
each cluster has to contain at least two users. Let the binary
variable αm

k,i ∈ {0, 1} , ∀k �= i ∈ Gm, m ∈ M, specify the SIC
decoding order of users k and i in the mth cluster. If αm

k,i = 0,
it means that, for the mth cluster, user k will carry out SIC
to first decode user i’s signal and remove it from the received
signal. Otherwise, we have αm

k,i = 1. Accordingly, we have
the condition αm

k,i + αm
i,k = 1 since it is in general impossible

to mutually carry out SIC at both users.

Without loss of generality, we focus on the kth user who is
assumed to be grouped into the mth cluster. The corresponding
achievable communication rate is given by

RNGMA
DL,k

= log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1+

��hH
k wk

��2
�

i�=k,i∈Gm

αm
k,i

��hH
k wi

��2+ �
j∈K/Gm

��hH
k wj

��2+σ2
k

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

(3)

The SIC condition for user k to decode the signal of user i
in the mth cluster (i.e., αm

k,i = 0) is given by

RNGMA
DL,i→k ≥ RNGMA

DL,i→i, (4)

where

RNGMA
DL,i→k

= log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1+

��hH
k wi

��2
�

l �=i,l∈Gm

αm
l,i

��hH
k wl

��2+ �
j∈K/Gm

��hH
k wj

��2+σ2
k

⎞
⎟⎟⎠,

and

RNGMA
DL,i→i =log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1+

��hH
i wi

��2
�

l �=i,l∈Gm

αm
l,i

��hH
i wl

��2+ �
j∈K/Gm

��hH
i wj

��2+σ2
i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠.

Based on the above signal model, in the following, we will
discuss some special cases of the proposed unified NGMA
framework to further demonstrate its ability to provide flexible
transmission schemes.

Special Case 1 (SDMA): In this case, we assume that
M = K , i.e., each cluster contains only-one user and thus
NOMA is not employed. Then, the achievable rate of user
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k is given by

RSDMA
DL,k = log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1 +

��hH
k wk

��2
�

j �=k,j∈K

��hH
k wj

��2 + σ2
k

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (5)

which corresponds to standard SDMA as shown in the top left
of Fig. 9. We note that SDMA is only applicable in the under-
loaded/critically loaded regime (i.e., K ≤ N ) with sufficient
spatial DoFs to design beamformers such that

��hH
k wj

��2 →
0, ∀k �= j ∈ K.

Special Case 2 (Beamformer-Based NOMA): In this case,
we assume that M = 1, i.e., all users are grouped into only
one cluster and NOMA is employed. Then, the achievable rate
of user k is given by

RBB−NOMA
DL,k = log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1+

��hH
k wk

��2
�

i�=k,i∈K
αk,i

��hH
k wi

��2+σ2
k

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (6)

which corresponds to standard beamformer-based NOMA as
shown in the top middle of Fig. 9. Beamformer-based NOMA
is mainly beneficial in underloaded/critically loaded systems
with strongly correlated channels and moderately overloaded
systems (e.g., N < K < 2N ).

Special Case 3 (Cluster-Based NOMA): In this case,
we assume that 1 < M < K and each cluster contains at
least two users, i.e., |Gm| ≥ 2, ∀m ∈ M. Moreover, for
each cluster, we have wk � wGm , ∀k ∈ Gm. Accordingly,
the achievable rate of user k in the mth cluster is given by
(7), as shown at the bottom of the page, which corresponds
to standard cluster-based NOMA as shown in the top right
of Fig. 9. Cluster-based NOMA is practically suitable for
extremely overloaded systems, i.e., K 
 N .

Based on the above considerations, it can be observed that
the proposed unified NGMA framework includes the existing
transmission schemes as special cases and provides enhanced
DoFs by combining the benefits of the both multiple antenna
and NOMA techniques. This is because, regardless of whether
the system is underloaded/critically loaded or overloaded,
the proposed NGMA framework can find a flexible trans-
mission strategy instead of only switching between existing

schemes. Table VI summarizes the optimization variables
of the proposed unified NGMA framework and the existing
transmission schemes and identifies their relationships for
downlink transmission, where “BB-NOMA” and “CB-NOMA”
refer to beamformer-based NOMA and cluster-based NOMA,
respectively, and RX

DL denotes the achievable rate region of
each scheme in the downlink case.

C. A Unified Framework for NGMA: Uplink Case

As shown in Fig. 10, in this subsection, we consider the
uplink of a typical SIMO multi-user communication system,
where K > 1 single-antenna users transmit their information
to an N -antenna BS. The information symbol transmitted by
user k is denoted by sk and the corresponding transmit power
is denoted by pk. Let hk ∈ CN×1 denote the uplink channel
coefficient between user k and the BS. Therefore, the received
signal at the BS is given by

y =

K

k=1
hk

√
pksk + n,

=

K

k=1
xk + n, (8)

where xk � hk
√

pksk denotes the received signal at the BS
from user k, and n ∼ CN �

0, σ2IN

�
denotes the AWGN at

the BS.
Different from the downlink case, where each user only

aims to decode its intended signal based on its received signal,
the BS in the uplink case has to decode the received K infor-
mation streams, i.e., s = [s1, s2, . . . , sK ]T . In other words,
from the perspective of the BS, all signals are intended signals.
Let vH

k ∈ C
1×N denote the normalized detection vector

employed at the BS for decoding sk and the corresponding
output signal is given by

yk = vH
k y

= vH
k hk

√
pksk �� �

desired signal

+vH
k

�

i�=k

hi
√

pisi

�
 �� �

inter−user interference

+vH
k n. (9)

Before introducing our proposed unified framework for
NGMA for uplink transmission, we first review the exist-
ing SDMA-based and NOMA-based uplink signal detection
schemes and discuss their benefits and drawbacks.

RCB−NOMA
k = log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1 +

pk

��hH
k wGm

��2
��hH

k wGm

��2 �
i�=k,i∈Gm

αm
k,ipi +

�
n�=m,n∈M

��hH
k wKn

��2 �
j∈Gn

pj + σ2
k

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (7)
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Fig. 10. Illustration of the proposed multi-antenna and NOMA-based NGMA framework for uplink transmission.

1) SDMA (Parallel Detection): Similar to SDMA in the
downlink case, the BS directly decodes sk in the presence
of inter-user interference. The corresponding achievable com-
munication rate of sk is given by

RSDMA
UL,k =log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 +

��vH
k hk

��2pk

i�=k

��vH
k hi

��2pi

 �� �
interference from all the other users

+σ2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

(10)

To guarantee the detection performance, vH
k has to be designed

to completely mitigate the interference or to mitigate it to a
large extend, e.g.,

�
i�=k

��vH
k hi

��2 = 0 or
�
i�=k

��vH
k hi

��2 ∽ 0, which

is only possible when K ≤ N . Therefore, if the system is
underloaded and the users’ channels are sufficiently uncorre-
lated, SDMA is promising. Moreover, employing SDMA to
detect all received information streams can be regarded as
a parallel detection process, i.e., each information stream is
separately detected using one unique detection vector. Such a
parallel processing implies low latency, which is an important
property for future wireless communication systems. However,
when the system is overloaded or the users’ channels are
strongly correlated, SDMA cannot achieve high performance
due to the ineffective interference mitigation, similar to the
downlink case.

2) NOMA (Serial Detection): Another typical uplink detec-
tion scheme is SIC, where the BS detects all the information
streams one by one as is typical for NOMA. In particular, the
BS first detects one selected signal and subtracts it from the
received signal, then decoding other signals without the inter-
ference from this already decoded signal. The corresponding

achievable communication rate for sk is given by

RNOMA
UL,k =log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 +

��vH
k hk

��2pk

βi>βk

��vH
k hi

��2pi

 �� �
interference from the undetected users

+σ2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

(11)

where βk ∈ K � {1, 2, . . . , K} represents the decoding order
of sk and βk �= βi, ∀k �= i ∈ K. For uplink NOMA, the
SIC decoding condition needed in the downlink case does
not exist since there is only one receiver and all signals
are desired. As a result, the BS can decode the received
signals in any decoding order. However, the decoding orders
generally determine the achievable communication rate of each
information stream, which is indeed expected since the later
the signal is decoded, the less interference it will suffer from.
Therefore, the uplink NOMA SIC decoding order can be opti-
mized to satisfy a given rate requirement for each user. Similar
to downlink NOMA transmission, uplink NOMA is mainly
beneficial for overloaded systems, where the spatial DoFs are
insufficient for mitigating inter-user interference and SIC is
necessary. However, uplink NOMA can also be applied in
underloaded/critically loaded systems and its performance will
be no worse than that of SDMA in terms of communication
rate, which is different from downlink multi-antenna trans-
mission, where NOMA may perform worse than SDMA in
underloaded /critically loaded systems (see Section VII.A.1.).
This is because using the same detection vectors, NOMA can
employ SIC to further cancel inter-user interference that may
be not completely mitigated for SDMA. However, the serial
detection in NOMA will increase the latency and requires
a higher computational complexity because of user ordering,
especially for large K , which constitutes the main drawback
of NOMA for uplink transmission.
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TABLE VII

SUMMARY OF NGMA AND EXISTING SCHEMES FOR UPLINK TRANSMISSION

3) A Unified NGMA Framework for Uplink Transmission:
Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded that for
the uplink case, NOMA achieves a higher rate while SDMA
is preferable in terms of latency and complexity. However,
given the uncertainty of wireless environments as well as the
heterogenous QoS and latency requirements, we should not
rely on either NOMA or SDMA alone to tackle the resulting
challenges. Therefore, in the following, we propose a unified
NGMA framework for uplink transmission to combine the
advantages of SDMA and NOMA.

We still consider the aforementioned uplink system model.
Instead of decoding signals in a pure parallel or serial manner,
we divide the detection of the K information streams into L
layers, where 1 ≤ L ≤ K , as shown in Fig. 10. In particular,
within each layer, some properly selected information streams
are decoded in a parallel manner, as in SDMA. Once these
signals are decoded, they are subtracted from the currently
undetected signals. As a result, the signals in the later layers
can be detected without the interference from the signals which
have been already decoded in the earlier layers. In other words,
for the proposed unified framework for uplink transmission,
SDMA is employed within each layer and NOMA is employed
between the layers. Without loss of generality, let Ul, ∀l ∈
L � {1, 2, . . . , L}, denote the set of information streams to be
decoded in the lth layer, where U1∪U2∪. . .∪UL = K. Assume
that sk is decoded in the lth layer employing detection vector
vH

k , the achievable communication rate of sk in the proposed
NGMA framework can be expressed (12), as shown at the
bottom of the page. Based on (12), we consider the following
two special cases.

Special Case 1: For L = 1, there is only one layer, in which
all K information streams have to be decoded, as shown in the
top right of Fig. 10. In this case, the K information streams
are decoded in a pure parallel manner by treating the other
signals as interference, i.e., SDMA is used. Then, (12) can be
simplified to (10).

Special Case 2: For L = K , there is only one signal to
be decoded in each layer, as shown in the bottom right of
Fig. 10. In this case, the K information streams are decoded in

a pure serial manner with the interference from the previously
decoded signals subtracted, i.e., NOMA is used. Then, (12)
can be simplified to (11).

Therefore, the proposed unified uplink NGMA framework
integrates both SDMA and NOMA and provides more DoFs
for signal detection. Table VII summarizes the optimization
variables of the proposed NGMA framework and the existing
transmission schemes as well as identifies their characteristics
and relationships, where RX

UL denotes the achievable rate
region of each scheme in the uplink case.

D. Discussion and Outlook

Based on the multi-antenna and NOMA techniques, a uni-
fied NGMA framework is proposed for both downlink and
uplink transmission, which is shown to be able to generalize
the existing transmission schemes and to go beyond them.
This opens up new research opportunities and directions, two
of which are exemplified below.

1) Joint User Grouping and Beamformer Design: It can
be observed that user grouping plays an important role in the
proposed unified NGMA framework, which further determines
the beamformer design and/or resource allocation. However,
the user grouping design introduces binary variables, which
makes the resulting optimization problem non-trivial to solve.
To address this issue, the previously introduced matching the-
ory may be an effective tool, which deserves further investiga-
tion. Furthermore, when encountering dynamic environments,
i.e., the users frequently join and leave the wireless network,
the resulting optimization problem under the proposed unified
NGMA framework will be quite challenging. In this case,
ML tools can be employed to learn from the environment
and provide a high-quality solution for guiding user grouping,
beamformer design, and resource allocation. This constitutes
another interesting topic for future work.

2) Extensions to Multiple-Antenna User Case: The pro-
posed unified NGMA framework assumes that the users are
equipped with a single-antenna and each user only has one
intended data stream. However, for next generation wireless
networks, both the BSs and users will have multiple antennas

RNGMA
UL,k = log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 +

��vH
k hk

��2pk

i�=k,i∈Ul

��vH
k hi

��2pi

 �� �
inerference from signals in the current layer

+



j∈Un,n>l∈L

��vH
k hj

��2pj

 �� �
inerference from signals in the later layers

+σ2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (12)
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and each user will have to support multiple data streams.
How to extend the proposed NGMA framework to gen-
eral multi-user MIMO commination systems is an important
research direction. It is also worth noting that communication
systems with multi-antenna users are more likely to be over-
loaded as compared to systems with single-antenna users.
Therefore, the resulting joint design of the transmit and
receive beamformers become much more challenging and
requires higher computational complexity. To this end, some
research efforts have been devoted to exploiting the benefits
of both NOMA and multiple antenna techniques in MIMO
transmission. In particular, the authors of [235] proposed
a transmission framework for a downlink two-user MIMO
communication system, which exploited the generalized sin-
gular value decomposition (GSVD) and NOMA. Multiple
data streams were transmitted to both users in a hybrid
NOMA/OMA manner based on properly designed precoders
and decoders, thus enabling a more efficient use of the avail-
able spatial DoFs as compared to conventional MIMO-OMA
and MIMO-NOMA. As a further step, the authors of [236]
proposed a User-Assisted Simultaneous Diagonalization (UA-
SD) based MIMO-NOMA transmission scheme. By relying
on low-complexity self-interference cancellation at the users,
the proposed simultaneous diagonalization scheme in [236]
overcomes not only the drawbacks of conventional ZF and
Block Diagonalization (BD) methods, which are only applica-
ble in the underloaded/critically loaded regime, but also
the drawbacks of the GSVD method [235], which may be
ineffective when the number of BS antennas and the num-
ber of user antennas are comparable. Moreover, the authors
of [237] proposed a Simultaneous Triangularization (ST) based
MIMO-NOMA scheme for both uplink and downlink trans-
mission, which avoids channel inversion at transmitter and
receiver as is required for SD based MIMO-NOMA [235],
[236], thus improving the ergodic rate performance. Although
the authors of [235]–[237] mainly focused on the two-user
case, the proposed schemes provide useful guidance for
developing NGMA schemes for general multi-user MIMO
commination systems, which is an important topic for future
research.

VIII. FROM NOMA TO NGMA: IMPLEMENTATION

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK

As the research on NGMA is still in a very early stage,
besides the research directions that have already been dis-
cussed in the above sections, there are several implementation
challenges to be tackled. In this section, we identify some of
them to motivate future work on NGMA.

A. Modulation and Detection Design

Most existing works on NOMA assume that the super-
imposed signals of the different users are taken from an
ideal Gaussian codebook, and thus employed the achievable
rate as performance metric. However, in practical imple-
mentations, the superimposed signal may comprise sig-
nals using different modulation schemes (e.g., Binary Phase
Shift Keying (BPSK) and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM)) [238]. To ensure that the theoretically achievable
rates can be realized in practice, efficient modulation and

detection schemes have to be developed, which is a non-
trivial task. This is because different from OMA, where the
modulation and detection of the symbols for different users
is carried out independently via orthogonal resource blocks,
in NOMA, the users have to demodulate their intended and/or
other users’ symbols based on the received superimposed
signal. For example, erroneous demodulation of the weak
user’s symbol will inevitably lead to a higher error probability
when demodulating a strong user’s own symbol. Therefore,
the modulation scheme and signal power allocation for the
different NOMA users have to be judiciously designed to
improve the performance of demodulation [239]–[242]. For
instance, the author of [239] studied the power allocation
problem for a downlink two-user NOMA system employing
practical modulation schemes. The results revealed that the
optimal power allocation depends on the modulation con-
stellations employed by the two users. Allowing arbitrary
QAM modulation orders at both users, the authors of [242]
characterized the exact Bit Error Rate (BER) of a downlink
two-user NOMA system, where the power allocation to the
two users was shown to have a high impact on the BER
performance.

In the above works, it was assumed that the modulation type
and order of the NOMA users are known at the receivers for
demodulation. However, in practice, this may not be the case,
since the acquisition would require additional higher-layer sig-
naling overhead. To address this issue, motivated by the excel-
lent classification capabilities of ML tools, ML-empowered
blind modulation detection schemes [243] are promising solu-
tions for demodulating superimposed signals in NGMA, and
constitute an interesting research topic. On the other hand,
given the multiple-antenna feature of next generation wireless
networks, new emerging modulation schemes such as Spatial
Modulation (SM) [244] and Index Modulation (IM) [245] are
also promising techniques for adoption in NGMA, and have
drawn some initial research interest [246]–[249] but require
future research.

B. Error Propagation Mitigation

As explained in the previous subsection, SIC is the key
technique to allow users to successively demodulate other
users’ symbols as well as their own symbols from the received
superimposed signal. However, one of the major bottlenecks
for implementing SIC in practice is error propagation. For
example, once the strong user demodulates the weak user’s
symbol erroneously in the first stage, it will subtract the wrong
remodulated symbol from the received superimposed signal,
which results in residual interference [250] and degrades the
performance in the following stage. Since next generation
wireless networks are expected to be overloaded, the numbers
of users in the same NOMA cluster may be much larger
than two. Therefore, SIC error propagation may be severe
in NGMA. This is because if the symbols of the users with
lower decoding orders are not correctly demodulated, the error
probability of the remaining users’ symbols will increase.

Most existing work on NOMA is based on the assumption
of perfect SIC, i.e., the receivers are assumed to perfectly
demodulate the signals and remove the corresponding interfer-
ence in each SIC stage as long as the corresponding constraints
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on the rate and/or power allocation are satisfied. Nevertheless,
perfect SIC generally cannot be achieved in practice. As a
result, on the one hand, some researchers have begun to inves-
tigate the effect of imperfect SIC in NOMA based two-way
relay systems [251], single-cell multi-antenna NOMA sys-
tems [252], and multi-cell uplink NOMA systems [253].
Note that in these works, the residual interference caused by
imperfect SIC was simply modeled as a linear function of
the received signal power, which may not be accurate enough
when practical modulation schemes are considered. There-
fore, sophisticated mathematical models for characterizing and
understanding the effect of imperfect SIC are an interesting but
challenging research direction, which may have to be based
on data collected in field test. On the other hand, several
works have also developed possible methods for solving or
alleviating error propagation issues, such as using multistage
channel estimation [254] and employing iterative SIC-aided
receivers [255]. These proposed methods improve the accuracy
of SIC at the cost of increasing complexity. The development
of methods that improve SIC performance while striking a
good performance-versus-complexity tradeoff is an important
research topic for NGMA.

C. Advanced Channel Estimation Techniques

Compared to OMA, the acquisition of accurate CSI is more
important for NOMA and NGMA [238]. On the one hand,
as can be observed from Section VII, the user grouping and
ordering schemes depend on the CSI of each user, namely the
correlation of the channels of different users and the channel
strength disparity. On the other hand, the performance of SIC
is also affected by the accuracy of the CSI, since the CSI is
needed for reconstruction of the decoded signal for subtraction.
As a result, channel estimation errors will result not only in
user grouping and ordering errors, but also decoding errors.

Given the expected large numbers of connected users and
equipped antennas in next generation wireless networks, chan-
nel estimation in NGMA will be very challenging. This is
because the high-performance near-optimal channel estimation
algorithms proposed for conventional systems will cause an
unacceptable signalling overhead and a high computational
complexity for NGMA, and thus cannot be applied. Therefore,
more effective channel estimation methods tailored specifically
for NGMA have to be developed to strike a good balance
between complexity and performance, where both the conven-
tional methods (e.g., compressive sensing) and ML tools can
be exploited. This constitutes an interesting direction for future
research. We expect that the channel estimation to be particu-
larly challenging for higher frequency bands (e.g., mmWave or
THz bands), frequency-selective and/or time-selective fading,
and RIS-assisted wireless communication systems, which calls
for new and efficient estimation methods. Moreover, as perfect
CSI is difficult to obtain, NGMA transmission design based
on imperfect CSI [180], partial CSI [256], and limited feed-
back CSI [56] (especially for frequency-selective and/or time-
selective fading) is another important research topic.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this article, first, an overview of the development of
NGMA was provided with a particular focus on the evolution

of NOMA for satisfying the stringent challenges in next
generation wireless networks. In particular, the fundamental
information-theoretic capacity limits of NOMA were reviewed
and new requirements and possible candidates for NGMA
were discussed. Then, the state-of-the-art research contri-
butions on NOMA were surveyed, including multi-antenna
techniques for NOMA, promising future application scenarios
for NOMA, the interplay between NOMA and other emerging
physical layer techniques, and advanced mathematical opti-
mization and machine learning tools for NOMA. Based on
the existing foundation in the field of NOMA, a multi-antenna
and NOMA-based unified framework for NGMA for downlink
and uplink transmission was proposed. The proposed frame-
work overcomes the shortcomings of conventional NOMA
and SDMA and opens up new research opportunities. Finally,
several practical implementation challenges for NGMA, which
deserve further exploration in future research, have been
discussed.
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